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1 
IMIROliDCTlON 
The analysis of nonlinear feedback systems presents many more 
difficulties than the analysis of linear feedback systems. Essentially, 
these difficulties arise in solving a coupled nonlinear system of 
ordinary differential equations as opposed to a linear coupled system. 
In many cases one can not solve the general nonlinear system easily, if 
at all. Thus, we must either restrict the type of system studied or do a 
qualitative analysis. In qualitative analyses we seek to answer the 
questions of existence or nonexistence of limit cycles, give estimates of 
amplitudes and frequencies of these limit cycles, and determine the limit 
cycle stability. 
The describing function method, introduced in the United States by 
Kochenburger [23], is one method of doing qualitative analyses. The aim 
of this dissertation is to. provide a mathematically rigorous justifica­
tion of the use of the sinusoidal-input describing function method to 
qualitatively analyze certain nonlinear feedback systems. The describing 
function method is a popular method mainly because of its ease of use. 
To use the describing function method in the case of one nonllnearity, 
what is done is to first replace the nonllnearity in the system by a 
"linear" term, then analyze the "linear" system to predict limit cycles 
and stability for the nonlinear system. In the case of multiple 
nonlinearitles, each of the nonllnearltles is replaced by a "linear" 
term, and the "linear" system is analyzed. 
We consider a feedback system containing J linear plants and J 
nonlinear parts in cascade, as in Figure 1. We give an exact analysis of 
r=0 
?H©— 
Figure 1. Multiple nonlinear feedback system. 
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the use of the sinusoidal-input describing function as a qualitative 
method of analysis of this system. Our approach uses standard differ­
ential equations transformations and linear algebra results as well as 
the theory of integral manifolds. The theorem needed on integral mani­
folds is stated in [33] and is a modification of the results of [17] and 
[6]. The necessary proof of this result is presented in the next 
section. The result of this research is that when certain computable 
parameters are sufficiently small, then the use of the describing 
function method is appropriate. Further, we give a computable condition 
for stability which is shown to be equivalent to one of the usual 
graphical techniques in the literature. Also, the method of proof can 
provide information about the behavior of a solution regarding how 
quickly the amplitude of the solution appears to settle down or grow, and 
how the phase shift of the solution will appear to lock onto its 
predicted steady state phase shift. 
Unfortunately, the proof does not seem to yield a general simple way 
to determine when the computable parameters are sufficiently small, nor 
does it provide a way to predict the phase shift. 
4 
BACKGROUND MATERIAL 
We will assume the reader is fa&lliar with the theory of ordinary 
differential equations as presented in [7] or [32], From this theory, we 
recall the following inequality and definitions for later use. 
Lemma IB (Gronwall's inequality); Let r,k be real, positive and 
continuous functions, let f be a constant, and let 
t 
r(t) < TQ + f k(s)(r(s) + f)ds, a < t < b . 
Then, 
t t 
/ k(s)ds / k(s)ds 
r(t) < f(e ^  -1) + rg e * 
Definition 1: By an integral manifold for a system of ordinary differen­
tial equations we mean a set I, in the domain of definition of the 
system such that for a point p € 1 and a solution of the system which 
passes through p at t = tQ, the solution will remain in I for all 
t. 
Definition 2: We say the integral manifold is stable provided there 
exists a neighborhood, 0, of the integral manifold such that given any 
point p S 0 the solution to the system of differential equations which 
passes through p at t = tg will tend to the integral manifold as 
5 
t •> + 00 . Further, this solution must leave the neighborhood as 
t . 
Definition 3: We say the integral manifold is unstable if there is a 
neighborhood, N, of the integral manifold such that for any 
neighborhood of the integral manifold, 0, which is a subset of N 
there are points p € 0 such that the solution passing through p for 
t = tQ will leave N in finite time as t + + ». 
We give a short description of the sinusoidal-input describing 
function for a nonlinearity. A very good reference to the describing 
function method and its many applications is [13]. Let n be a 
continuous, odd, piecewise continuously differentiable, real-valued 
function. We will assume that the input to n is of the form 
A sin(wt). Then, the output n(A sin(wt)) can be expanded in a Fourier 
series as follows: 
n(A sin(wt)) = E A sin(kwt) . 
k = l  
The describing function method is to replace the nonlinearity with a 
constant gain, k, in a way which will approximate the nonlinearity. 
The constant is selected such that K«A sin(U)t) = AJ^  sin(wt). Observe 
that for the nonlinearities which we are interested in, the constant < 
depends only on the amplitude of the input. Thus, we have the following 
definition. 
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Definition 4: Let n be a continuous, odd, plecewlse continuously 
dlfferentlable, real-valued function. Then, the sinusoidal Input 
describing function for n Is given by the following equation: 
IT/2 
N(A) = —T / n(A sin ^ )sln(^ )dV . TTA Q 
A table of some of the describing functions of the more common non-
llnearltles Is provided In [13]. 
There are other methods of defining and then deriving the 
sinusoidal-Input describing function. For example, we could view it as a 
least squares approximation; for this derivation and others see [13]. 
Note in the formulation of the sinusoidal-input describing function 
we assumed that the input was strictly of the form A sin(wt). In actual 
use this may not be true; indeed there will often be higher harmonics in 
the system. However, we will assume that the first harmonic Is the most 
important or that the linear part, P/Q, filters out the higher 
P(kiu)  
harmonics. By the latter, we mean the terms Q(kiw) for k > 1 and odd, 
P(ia)) 
are much smaller than . This assumption Is the "low pass filter" 
hypothesis. This assumption is qualitatively checked by graphing 
P(ico) 
for to going from zero to infinity and noting how quick the 
graph goes to zero. 
Next, we describe a system of differential equations for which we 
prove a series of lemmas which shows there exits an integral manifold and 
gives results concerning its stability. These lemmas, when combined. 
7 
give a proof of Theorem 2 in [33] which we state at the end of this 
section. 
Consider the system 
9 ' = e0(t,9,r,x^ ,x2,e) 
r' = egr + eR(t,8,r,x^ ,X2,E) 
(IB) 1/2 
*1 "*1*1  ^ Xj(t,6,r,Xj,X2,e) 
1 / 2  
*2 = ^ 2*2  ^ X2(t,0,r,Xj,X2,e) , 
which is defined on the set 0 = {(t,8,r,x^ ,X2,G) € 
X X X r" X R® X |r| < a. llx^  II < a, 11 x^ H < a, 
0 < e < e^ }. We assume 3*0, and and -Ag are stable matrices 
I A] t. 8 1 t 
with constants <^  > 0, < 0 such that |e. | < e and 
-A t o t 
|e I < <2 G • Further, the functions 0, R, are 
2Tr-periodlc in t and 8 and continuous in 0. The dependence on e 
will often be suppressed in later notation. Moreover, we assume there 
exists a constant M > 0 such that X^  and X2 are Llpschitz 
continuous In (8,r,Xj,X2) with Llpschitz constant M. In addition, we 
assume there exists a step function L which is the 2it-periodic in u 
N 
extension of Z c (a,G )%_ (u), u Ç [0,2?), where I ' are 
1 " ° n,a,eQ "'*'^ 0 
disjoint intervals such that their union Is [0,2ir). Further, we assume 
8 
for each n, either c (a,e ) or the length of I tends to zero 
n 0 ti.a.ÊQ 
as a and go to zero, and for all points in we have the 
following: 
lQ(t,9  ,r,XpX2,e) - Q(t,9  ,r,Xj,X2,e) | < L(t+8 ,3,6^ )18-8 
= L(t-f«)|0-0| , 
and 
| 0 ( t ,0,r,XpX2, e )  -  0( t ,0,r,x^ ,x2, e ) |  <  L( t+8)|r-r|, 
jQ(t ,0  . r .XpX^.e)  -  0( t ,9  .r .x^.x^.e)  |  < L(t+e  )I1  Xj-x^l l  ,  
|0(t,8,r,x^ ,X2,G) - 0(t,0 ,r,Xj,X2,e) I < L(t46 )ll X2-X2II , 
with similar conditions holding for the function R. Additionally, we 
require R(t,0,r,Xj,X2,e) + 0 as a and e go to zero. 
Recall a set I is an integral manifold of system (IB) for fixed 
e if for any point (tQ,0Q,rQ,x^ Q,X2Q,G) E IQ 0, the solution which at 
t = tp passes through (®o'*10'*20^  satisfies 
(t,0(t),r(t),Xj(t),X2(t),e) € I fl for all t. Thus, if the functions 
0, , X^ , X2 were zero and e > 0, then for system (IB), we would have 
the integral manifold = {(t,8,0,0,0,6) :-"<t<«»:O<0<2ir}. 
This manifold would be stable if 3 < 0 and there was no X2 
equation. The manifold IQ would be unstable if either 3 > 0 or there 
was an X2 equation. The theorem which we will prove states that if the 
functions 0, R, X^ , Xg are small in a certain sense, and if £ and 
9 
a are sufficiently small, then system (IB) has an integral manifold, 
Ig, which is close to IQ and has the same stability properties as 
Iq. The proof follows the work of Hale [17] and Bogollubov and 
Mitropolsky [6]. 
We will first show that under appropriate conditions, system (IB) 
has an integral manifold in a subdomain 0^ . Then, we show the 
uniqueness of this manifold in 0^ . Last, we prove the stability 
results. We prove our results assuming 0 < 0; the case of 3 > 0 can 
be done in an analogous manner. Before proving our results, we define 
the set of functions F(D,A) for arbitrary positive constants D, A by 
F(D,6) = {f € C(Rx R) : f(t,0) = ( f ^(t ,6 ) ,f 2(t ,0 ) ,f 3(t ,0 )) 
€ X X R®, sup Uf,(t,0)W < D, f. Is 2ir-perlodlc In t 
t,0  ^  ^
and 0 and Uf^ (t,8) - f(t,6)ll < A|0-0| for 1 = 1,2,3} . 
Let IIf II = llfj^ ll + ilf^ ll + WfgM be the norm defined on F(D,A). Then 
clearly, F(D,A) is complete in this norm. Also, given f € F(D,A), 
let 0 (s,t,0, (•••,f)) denote the solution of 
0'(s) = e0(s,0(s),fj(s,8(s)),f2(s,0(s)),f2(s,0(s)),e) , 
which for s = t passes through 0 . 
10 
We can now prove the following lemmas. 
Lemma 2B; Let p(u) be a continuous, positive, 2ir-periodic function. 
Then, for f € F(D,A), 
(2B) / p(s+0*(s,t,9,0(...,f)))ds < (b-a+1) Wp«^  [0,2n](2^ G(e)) • 
Proof : Let 
0*(s,t,0,©(•••,f)) 
= 9  + /  e Q (v,6*(v,t, 0 , © ( • • • , f ) ) , f.(v,0*(v,t, e,0(»*« , f ) ) ) ,  
t 
f2(v,0*(v,t,8,0(''',f)),f2(v,8*(v,t,8 ,©(••• ,f))) ,e)dv , 
where f € F(D,A). If u = s + 0 (s,t,0,0(***,f)), then 
du = [1 + &(e)]ds. Then, 
b * b+0+©(e) 
/ p[0 (s,t,8,0(...,f)))ds =/ p(u)du 
a a+0+Ô(e) 
b+0+(5(e) 
= ( / p(u)duj( 1-H&(e)) 
a+8+©(e) 
11 
a+6 b 
< / p(u) + / p(u)du 
a+6+ft(e) a 
b+6+©(e) 
+ / p(u)du (l+©(e)) 
b 
b 
< ( / p(u)du)(2+Ô(e)) 
a 
((b-a) + 
Therefore, 
b 
/ p( s+6*(s , t,0 ,©(•• •  , f ) )Jds  < [(b-a) + IjWpW^  ^^ (2-^ (6 )) . 
Lemma 3B; Let p be defined as in Lemma 2B, and let ot be a positive 
constant. Let P(t) be defined as P(t) = / e"^ ^^  p(s)ds. Then, 
uniformly in t we have 
(3B) P(t) > 0 as «P«L^ io,2ir] ^  ° ' 
Proof: Clearly, P(t) = / p(t-s)ds by the correct change of 
0 
variables. Then, 
12 
s 2ti kn j ® p(t-s)ds = / e""® p(t-s)ds + / e~**® p(t-s)ds + ... 
0 0 2ir 
2n 4n ôir 
< / p(t-s)ds + e J p(t-s)ds + e J • p(t-s)ds + 
0 2ir 4ir 
< / p(s)ds (1 + (e"^ "") + + ... ) 
< Il pli 
Lj[0,2Tr] 1 -
Lemma 4.B: Let 8,8 € R, f Ç F(D,A). Then, 
(4B) |8*(s,t,8,8(...,f)] - 0*(s,t,ë,0(...,f)]| 
® * 
(1+3A)| / eL(v+8 (v,t,8 ,f ))]dv| 
< je -ê |  e  ^  
Proof; Without loss of generality, we will assume s > t. Then, 
|9*(s,t, e ,0(...,f)) - 8*(s,t,8,0(..',f))| 
- ® * * 
< |0-ë|+e/ {|0(v,8 (v,t,8,0(*«*,f)),f^ (v,6 (v,t ,8 ,0('•• ,f))) , 
fo(v,8 (v,t,8,0(*" ,f))),f-(v,6*(v,t,0 ,0(*** ,f)))} 
13 
- e(v,e (v,t,6,©(• •• ,f)),fj(v,e (v,t,e,0('** 
f 2(^ ,8 (v,t,0 ,0(*** ,f ))),f2(v,6 (v,t,9 ,0(*** ,f)))J |dv 
< |0-ë| +e/{|0(v,0 (V,t,8,0(''',f)),f (v,0*(v,t,0,0(''',f))), 
t 
fgfV'G (v,t,0,0(*" ,f ))),f2(v,0*(v,t,0 ,0(**' ,f)))) 
- 0(v,0 (v,t,0 ,0(**« ,f )),f j(v,0*(v,t,9 ,0(''',f))), 
fgiCV'G (v,t,0 ,0(»** ,f))),f2(v,0 (v,t,0 ,0('•• ,f )))} I 
+ |0[v,0 (v,t,0,0(**« j(v,0 (v,t,0,0('*',f))), 
2^(^ ,0 (v,t,0,0(**« ,f))),f2(v,0*(v,t,0 ,0(«** ,f)))] 
- 0(v,0 (v,t,0,0(*»« j(v,0*(v,t,0 ,0(*** ,f))), 
f2(V'G*(v,C,8,0(''' if))),f3(v,0*(v,t,0",0(»«' | 
+ |0(v,0 (v,t,0 ,0('** ,£)),f j(v,0 (v,t,0 ,0(**« ,f))), 
£2(^ ,0 (v,t,0,0(*** ,f))),f2(v,0*(v,t,0 ,0(*** 
14 
- 0(v, e  ( v , c , 8 , 0 ( ' * '  , f ) ) ) , f  J(v,0*(v,t,0, f ) ) ) ,  
f2(V'8*(v,t,8,8(... ,f))),f2(v,0*(v,t,0 ,0("* ,f)))) | 
+ |0(v,0 (v,t,0,0(**»,f)),f j(v,0*(v,t,0,0(**« 
£2(^ ,0 (v,t,8,0(''',f))),f2(v,8 (v,t,0 ,0(« •• ,f )))) 
- 0(v,0 (v,t,0,0(''',f)),f^ (v,0*(v,t,8,0(''',f))), 
f2(v,8*(v,t,0,0(''' ,f))), 
f3(v,0 (v,t,0 ,0(«*« ,f)))) |}dv 
s * 
< |0-0l + e/L(v+0 (v,t,9 ,©(•••,f)))(l+3A) 
t 
|0 (v,t,0,8(''',f)j -0 (v,u,0 ,0(*** ,f )) |dv 
By Gronwall's inequality we have 
[0 (s,t,8,0(''' ,f))-0*[s,t,0 ,0("* ,f)) I 
®  . *  
(/eL(v+0 (v,t,0,0(''' ,f ))]dv) (1+36) 
< |0-0|e ^  
15 
By reversing time, we see that for s < t 
|0 {s, t , e,0(«*«,f)) -0 [s, t,0 ,f)]I 
(/eL(v+ e  (v,t, e  ,0(*** ,f)))dv] (1+3A) 
< |0-0| e ® 
Thus, 
|0*(s,t,0,0(''' ,f)} - 0*(s,t,0 ,0(*** ,f)] I 
®  . *  
|/eL(v+0 (v,t,0,0(*** ,f )))dv| (1+3A) 
< |0-0| e ^  . • 
Lemma 5B; Let f,g € F(D,A), Then, 
(5B) |0 (s,t,0,0(*'*,f)} -0 (s,t,0,0(»••,g)]1 
= * 
|/eL(v+0 (v,t,0,0(''' ,f )))dv| (1+3A) 
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Proof: Again, assume s > t. Then, 
|9*(s,t,0,0(*'*,f)) - 0*(s,t,0,0('**,g))j < 
< /e{ |0(v,0*(v,t,9,0(***.f)),f ,(v,0*(v,t,0,0(*»* ,f))), 
t  
f 2 ( v,0* ( v,t,0,0( - - , f ) ) ) , f 3 ( v,0* ( v.t,0,0( - . , f ) ) ) }  
- 0[v,0*(v,t,0,0(*** ,f)),fj(v,0*(v,t,e,©(••• ,f))), 
f2(v,0 (v,t,0,0(**' ,f))),f2(v,0*(v,t,0 ,0(''' ,g)))) I 
+ |G(v,0 (v,t,0 ,0(*** ,f )),f j(v,0 (v,t,9 ,©(••• ,f))) , 
f2(v,0*(v,t,0,©(•••,f))),f2(v,0*(v,t,0,©(•••,g)))) 
- 0(v,9*(v,t,0,0(*** ,f)),fj(v,9*(v,t,9 ,©(••• ,f))), 
fgfV'G (v,t,9,0(»*« ,g))),f2(v,0*(v,t,9 ,©(••• ,g)))) I 
+ |0(v,9*(v,t,0,0(*** j(v,0*(v,t,0 ,f))), 
fgfviG (v,t,0 ,©(••• ,g))),f2(v,0*(v,t,0 ,©(••• ,g)))) 
- 0(v,e*(v,t,0,0(*'«, f ) ) , f j (^v, e*(v,t, e,g))), 
f2(v,8*(v,t,8 ,0(''' ,g))),f3(v,0*(v,t,0 ,0(''' ,g)))] I 
+ |0(v,0 (v,t,0,0(*»«,f)),f j(v,0*(v,t,0,0(»*« ,g))), 
fgfv.G (v,t,0,0(''',g))),f2(v,0 (v,t,0,0(*»*,g)))j 
- ®(v,0*(v,t,0,0(**»^ (v,0*(v,t,0,0(''',g))), 
f2(V'G*(v,t,0 ,0(''' ,g))),g3(v,e*(v,t,9 ,0(*** ,g)))) I 
+ |0(v,0*(v,t,0,0(*»'j(v,0*(v,t,0,0(*«*,g))), 
f2(v,9*(v,t,0,0(''',g))),g3(v,0*(v,t,0,0('*',g)))) 
- ®(v,0*(v,t,9,0(**«^ (v,0*(v,t,0,0(''*,g))), 
ggCviG (v,t,0,0(''',g))),g2(v,0*(v,t,0,0(''' ,g)))) I 
+ |0(v,0 (v,t,8,0(*'',f)),f^ (v,0*(v,t,0,0(''',g))), 
ggCV'G (v,t,0 ,0(*** ,g))),g3(v,0*(v,t,0 ,0(**« ,g)))) 
18 
- 0(v,0 (v,t,8,Q(''',f)),g^ (v,8*(v,C,8,@('"',g))), 
gp(v,0*(v,t, e  ,g))),g,(v,8*(v,t,8 ,0(''' ,g) ) ) j  I  
+ |0(v,8*(v,t,8,0(***, f)),gj(v, e*(v,t, e , 0 ( * ' ',g))), 
gn(v,8*(v,t,8,0(''' ,g))),g^ (v,8*(v,t, e  ,0(''' ,g)))) 
- 0[v,8*(v,t,e,0('*-,g)),g^ (v,e*(v,t,e,©(••• ,g))) 
ggCv.G (v,t,8,0(''' ,f))),g3(v,6*(v,t,0 ,0(''' ,g)))) |}dv 
s * * 
< /eL(v+0 (v,t,0,0(*** ,f)))(l+3A){ | e  (v,t,0 ,0(**-,f )) 
t 
- 0 (v,t,8 ,0(* •• ,g)] I + II f-gU/(l+3A)}dv . 
By applying Gronwall's inequality, we have 
|8 [s,t,8,0('*» ,g)) - 6*(s,t,9,0(««* ,g)) I 
s * 
(/eL(v+e (v,t,0 ,0(*** ,f ))dvj (1+3Û) 
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Again, we can show the same type of equation holds for s < t. Thus, 
| 8*[s,t,8,G(''',f)) - e*(s,t,6,G( '* ' ,g) ) |  
s * 
(1+3A) (/eL(v+6 (v,t,8,0(''',f))dv| 
It will be necessary for the proof of existence of the Integral 
manifold that certain functions can be made sufficiently small. The next 
lemma shows that under certain conditions these functions will go to zero 
as e and a go to zero. 
Lemma 6B; Let a, and A be picked such that there exists a 5 for 
which 
0.^ /(1+34) + < « < 0 
.2/(1+36) + ( « < 0 
Then, the functions as seen in Table 1 will go to zero uniformly in t 
as a and go to zero. 
Table 1* Functions for Lemma 6B 
 ^ Ee(t-s)+(l+3A)/eL(v+6 (v,t ,6 ,f)))dv 
a) Y.(t) = (1+3A)/ eL(s+0 (s ,t ,6 ,0(*•• ,f)))e  ^ ds 
— CO 
t  ^
Ij^   ^a^ (t-s)+(l+3A)/eL(v+9 (v,t ,9 ,f )))dv 
(6B) b) Ygfc) = (1+3A)KjM e / e ® ds 
V2 = a2(G-C)+(l+3A)/ eL(v+0 (v,t ,0 ,0(*-*,f)))dv 
c) YjCt) = (1+3A)K2M e / e  ^ ds 
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Proof : By Lemma 2B we have 
t  e(B(t-s)+(l+3&)(l+(t-s))WL#L [0 2%]) 
Yi(t) < e(l+3A)_;_ e  ^
• L(S+9*(s,t,6,©(•••,f)))ds 
e(l+3A)llLllL [0 2Tr] .t 
< e 1 e 
e(l+3A)(g/(l+3A) , * 
• e L(S+6 (s,t,0 ,©(••• ,f))]ds 
< =^(l+3A)MLUL^ [o,2n] jgge(l+3A)6(t-s) 
• L(s+0*(s,t,0,0(**',f)))ds = I, 
1/9 t «i(t-s)+(l+3A)(l+(t-s))e«LllL [o,2ïï] 
Y2(t) < KJM E (l+3A)e ds 
E(1+3A)WL»L [o,2w] 1/2 .t 
< e  ^ KjM e /^ (1+3A) 
(l+3A)(t-s)[a^ /(l+3A) +EWL«L^ [o,2n]] 
ds 
< e(l+3û)ô(t-s)ds 4 
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and 
l u  0» a2(s-t)+(l+3A)e(l+(s-t))llLllL m 2ir 1 
Y g C t )  <  K 2 M  e  ^  J ( l + 3 A)e •  ^ ' ds 
I/2 G(1+36)WLWL [o,2n] ® 
< KpM e e  ^ / (1+36) 
t 
(l+3A)(s-t)(«2/(1+36) +EULUL [0,2%]) 
• e ds 
By doing the correct substitution and using Lemma 3B, we have 
0 
• L(t-s+0 (t-s,t,0,0(. .f)))ds 
(1 34) L L^ [0.2.] edi-») 
(J _ 2^tC£Cl+3i)«j " 1,10,2») 
.(»34).L. o,2.j 
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This last term will go to zero as WLM^   ^ goes to zero, and 
[0 2ir] 8oes to zero as a and e go to zero. Thus, we can make 
Y, uniformly and arbitrarily small depending only on II Lll . . . 
I" J 
For and we have that 
0 
e(l+3A)IILll. 
1/2 
< e KjM e / |G| , 
and 
1/2 
III < e K^ M e / |6| . 
Clearly, Yg and Y^  can be made uniformly and arbitrarily small as 
II Lll ^  jQ 2Tr] goes to zero. Hence, the functions Yj, Y g and Y g can be 
made uniformly and arbitrarily small when £, a and A are picked 
sufficiently small. • 
Our next lemma will show that for a, e^ . A ,  D picked sufficiently 
small there will be an integral manifold in 0^ , where 
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ftjj  = {(t,e,r,Xj,X2,e) € x R* x R* x k} | r |  < D, 
Bx^ll < D, 0 < e < Gq}. 
Lemma 7B; Let a, e^ , A, D be picked such that the following conditions 
hold : 
1) m J |0| < D < a , 
V2 
2) UX^ U, e K^ / |aj < D < a , 
V2 
3) IIX^ U» e Kg/ logl < D < a , 
4) hypotheses of Lemma 6B are met such that for all t and for 
1 = 1,2,3, Y^ (t) < A < 1 . 
Then, there exists an integral manifold, 1^ , for system (IB) of the 
form: 
Ig = {(t,9,f^ (t,0),f2(t,0),f3(t,0)) 1 t € R, e € r} , 
where the function f = (f^ xfg^ f^ ) is an element of F(D,A). 
Proof: Define the operator T on F(D,A) as shown in Table 2. We will 
show that T : F(D,A) F(D,A), is continuous and contractive. Hence, 
there is an f € F(D,A) such that Tf = f. This fixed point will define 
the integral manifold for system (IB). 
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First, we show that for any f € F(D,A), we have |(T^ f)(t,0)) < D 
for all (t,0). Observe 
(7B) a) |(Tjf)(t,0)| 
< e / e^ (^^  ®^ |R(S,0 (s,t,0,G(''',f)),f_(s,0 (s ,t ,0 ,0(* • • ,f ))) , 
 ^ 00 
f3(s,0*(s,t,0,0(*'« ,f)))) |ds 
< »RII„ / jg| , 
— 00 
By assumption this last term is less than D. Thus, |T^ f(t,0)| < D for 
all (t,0). Next, note that 
V2 ,t a,(t-s) * 
(7B) b) |T2f(t,0)| < e Rj / e |Xj(s,0 (s,t,0,0(--,f)), 
_ 00 
f j(s,0 (s,t,0,0('«* ,f ))),f 2(3,0 *(s,t,0 ,0(''',f))), 
f-(s,0 (s,t,0,0(««',f)))|ds 
V2 t a (t-s) V2 
< llXjn„ e Kj / e ' ds < llXj»„ e K/ |cxj . 
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Thus, jT^ fCtjO)! < D for all (t,0). Last, examine 
V2 " a,(s-t) * 
| T 3 f ( t , 9 ) |  <  G  K g  ;  e  1 X 2 ( 8 , 6  ( s , t , e , 0 ( . . . , f ) ) ,  
* * 
fj(s,9 (s,t,9,0(**-,f ))),f2(s,0 (s,t,e ,0(*«« ,f))), 
f2(s,0*(s,t,9,0(''',f))))jds 
V2 " a,(s-t) V2 
< "XgL E K? / e ds < IXgl, e Kg/ . 
Thus, by assumption, jT^ fCt,©)! < D for all (t,0). Therefore, 
|T f^(t,9)l < D for all (t,8).  
Next, we show that T^ f is Lipschitz continuous in 0 with constant 
A. Observe for T^ f we have 
(8B) a) |T^ f(t,6) - Tjf(t,9)| 
< e / e^ (^^  ®^ |R[s,0*(s,t,0,0(**«,f)),fj(s,0*(s,t,0,0(*** ,f))). 
f_(s,0*(s,t,0,0(''' ,f ))),f-(s,0*(s,t,0 ,0('** ,f)))) 
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- r[s.0 (s,t,ê,e(''.,f)),f^ (s,8*(s,t,ê,@(.'.,f))), 
f2(s, e*(s,t, ê , 0(...,f))),f^ (s, 0*(s,t,9 ,©(••• ,f)))) |ds 
< e / ®^ {|R(S,9 (S ,t ,9 ,©(• • • ,f )) ,f (S ,9*(s,t ,9 ,f ))), 
— 00  ^
f2(s,9*(s,t,9,0(...,f))),f2(s,9*(s,t,9 ,0(... ,f)))) 
- R(s,9*(s,t,9,0(...,f)),f^ (s,9*(s,t,9,0(...,f))), 
£2(3,9 (s,t,9,0(.'. ,f))),f2(s,9*(s,t,9,0(''' ,f)))) I 
+ jR(s,9 (s,t,0 ,0(*** j(s,9*(s,t,0 ,0(«" ,f))) , 
£2(3,9 (s,t,9,0(*--,f))),f^ (s,9 (s,t,9 ,0(»-» ,f)))] 
- R(S,9 (s,t,9,0(''',f)),f^ (s,8*(s,t,9,0(...,f))), 
£2(3,9 (s,t,8,0(... ,f))),f2(s,9*(s,C,9,0(.'. ,f)))] I 
+ |R(s,0*(s,t,9,0(...,f))),f^ (s,9*(s,t,9,0(..- ,f))), 
f2(s,e*(s,t,9,0(... ,f))),f2(s,9*(s,t,9 ,0(... ,f)))) 
- R(S,0 (s,C,9,0('.',f)),f^ (s,9*(s,t,8,0(''.,f))), 
f2(s,0*(s,t,0.0(...,f))),f3(s,9*(s,t,0,0(--.,f)))]| 
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+ |R(s,0*(s,t,e,0(.--,f)),fj(s,e*(s,t,0,0('- ,f))), 
£2(8,0 (s,t,0,0('**,f))),f2(s,9*(s,t,0,©(•••,£)))] 
- R{s,0*(s,t,8,0(''',f)),f^ (s,0*(s,t,0,@(''' ,f))), 
2^(8,0 (s,t,0,0(''',f))),f2(s,0*(s,t,0,0(''' ,f)))) |}ds 
< c / e®^ '^^ "®^ L(s+e*(s,t,0,0(*-,e)))(l+3A) 
— 00 
• |®*(s,t,0 ,0(*«* ,f)) - 0*(s,t,0,0(''',f))|ds 
Using Lemma 4B, we have 
J. eB(t-s)+(e/L(v+0 (v,t,0 ,©(••• ,f)))dv} (1+3A) 
I < {(1+3A) e / e ® 
_ 00 
• L(s+0 (s,t,0,0(***,f))Jds}|0-0| 
= Yj^ (t)|0-0| . 
By assumption Y^ (t) < A, so 
|Tjf(t,0) - Tjf(t,0)| < A J 0 - 0  
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Next, proceeding as above we have 
(8B) b) |l,f(t,8) - I,f(t,8)| 
V2 t a (t-s) * * 
< e ; e |Xj(s,0 (s.t,6,©(•••,f)),fj(s,0 (s,t,0,©(••• ,f))), 
f _(s,0*(s,t,0,©(••• ,f))),f_(s,0*(s,t,0 ,©(••• ,f)))] 
- Xj(s,0*(s,t,0,0(»»* ,f)),fj(s,0*(s,t,0 ,©(• •• ,f))). 
f„(s,0 (s,t,8,0(''' ,f))),f-(s,0*(s,t,0 ,©(••• ,f )))] Ids 
V2 t a,(t-s) * * 
<e Kj / e ' M(1+3A)|0 [s,t,6 ,©(••• ,f)) - 0 (s,t,6,©(...,f))Ids 
= II. 
Again using Lemma 4B, we have 
t 
 ^ a^ (t-s)+(l+36) / eL(v+0 (v,t ,0 ,©(••• ,f))jdv 
II < e K^ M(1+3A) f e ® ds|0-8 | 
= Y2(t)|0-8l < A|8-0| . 
Hence, iTgfCt.O) - T2f(t,8)| < A|0-0| . Doing the third component in a 
similar manner, we have 
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iTgfCt.G) - TgfCt.ê)! < YgCtije-ej < A|0-0| . 
Therefore, each T^ f is Lipschitz in 0 with constant A. 
Next, we show that Tf is 2Tr-periodic in t and 6. Observe that 
0 (s,t,0+2ïï ,0(* •• ,f )] = 0 (s,t ,0 ,0(* •• ,f )] + 2ir since both sides satisfy 
the differential equation with the same initial condition for s = t and 
we have assumed uniqueness. Using this result and the fact that f^ , fg, 
fg, R are 2ir-periodic in 0, we see that 
(SB) a) Tjf(t,0+2ir) 
= e / gGB(t-s)g^ g t Q+2n,Q(...,f)),f (s,0*(s, t,0+2n,0(". ,f)) 
_ 00 
fgXs.G (s,t,0+2ïï ,©(••• ,f))),f2(s,0 (s,t,0+2ir,0(«»* ,f)))}ds 
= e / Q*(g t 8 Q(... f))+2n,f (s,0*(s,t,0,0(...,f))+2r), 
— 00 
fgXs.G (s,t,0,0(''',f))+2w),f2(s,0 (s,t,0 ,0('** ,f ))+2ir )]ds 
= e J e^ (^^  ®^ R(s,9 (s,t,0,0(''',f)),f,(s,8*(s,t,0,0(''',f))), 
— 00 
fgCs.G (s,t,8,0(''',f))),f2(s,8 (s,t,0 ,0(*** ,f))))ds 
= Tjf(t,0) . 
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Hence, T^ f is 2ir-periodic in 0. By reasoning analogously, we can show 
that Tgf and T^ f are also 2^ -periodic in 6. 
To show that T^ f is 2ir-periodic in t, recall the fact that f ^, 
£2, fg, and R are all 2Tr-periodic in t. Also, note that 
9 (s-2n ,t,0 ,f )j =0 (s,t+2ïï ,0 ,©(••• ,f)) . 
Then, 
T^ f(t+2n,9) 
— 00 
• R(S,0 (s,t+2iT ,0 ,0(»'* ,f)),fj(s ,0*(s,t+2ir ,0 ,©(••• ,f))) , 
f2(s,0*(s,t+2ir,0 ,0(-*,f))),f3(s,0*(s,t+2ïï ,0 ,0(. •• ,f)))]ds 
«. 00 
• R(s-2Tr,0 (s-2w,t,0,0('*',f)),f^ (s-2n,0 (s-2ir ,t ,0 (• • • ,f ) ) ) , 
A * 
fg(s-2Tr ,0 (s-2ir ,t,0 ,0(* •• ,f))),f2(s-2w ,0 (S-2ÏÏ ,t ,0 ,0(* • • ,f ) ))) ds 
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= e / 
00 
• R(u,0*(u,t,6,©(•••,f)),f^ (u,0*(u,t,6 ,0(*»* ,f))), 
f2("'G*(U't,8,G(''' ,f))),f2(u,e*(u,t,0 ,©(••• ,f)))]du 
= Tjf(t,e). 
Thus, Tjf is 2tt-periodic in t. By similar reasoning we see that T^ f 
and Tgf are both 2%-perlodic in t. Combining these results we have now 
shown that T ; F(D,A) F(D,A). 
Now, we show that T is contractive on F(D,A). Let f ,g € F(D,A). 
Then, 
(lOB) a) |T^ f(t, e )  - Tjg(t,6)| 
< e / |R(S,0 (s,t,8,0(''*,f)),f,(s,8 (s,t,0 ,f))), 
_ 00 
f2(s,0*(s,t,0 ,0(*** ,f ))),f2(3,0*(s,t,0 ,©(•••,£)))] 
- R[S,0 (s,t,6 ,©(••• ,g)),g^ (s,0 (s,t,0,0(**« ,g))), 
ggCs.O (s,t,0 ,©(••• ,g))),g2(s,0 (s,t,0 ,©(••• ,g)))) Ids 
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< e / eG*(t-G){|R[s,6*(s,t,8,0(...,f)),f (s,8*(s,t,8,G(...,f))), 
— 00 
(s,t,0 ,©(•*• ,f))),f2(s,6 (s,t,0 ,©(••• ,f)))) 
- R(s, e*(s,t,8 ,©(••• ,f)),f^ (s, e*(s,t, 0  ,©(••• ,f))), 
f2(s,8*(s,t.0 ,0(--',f))),f3(s.0*(s,t,9 ,0(... ,g)))) | 
+ lR(s,e (s,t,0,0(''',f)),f^ (s,0*(s,t,0,0(''',f))), 
f2(s,0*(s,t,0,0(*** ,f))),f2(s,0*(s,t,0 ,0(''' ,g)))) 
- R(S,0 (s,t,0,0(*** J(S,0 (s,t,0,0('",f))), 
f2(s,9*(s,t,0,0(''' ,g))),f2(s,0*(s,t,0 ,0(»»* ,g)))) I 
+ |R(s,0*(s,t,0,0('** j(s,0*(s,t,0 ,0(*«* ,f))), 
f2(s,0*(s,t,0,0(''' ,g))),f2(s,0*(s,t,0 ,0(''' ,g)))) 
- R(S,0 (s,t,0 ,0(**« ,f)),f J(S,0 (s,t,G,0('",g))}, 
f2(s,0*(s,t,0,0(*«* ,g))),f2(s,0*(s,t,0 ,0(''',g))))| 
+ 1r(s,9 (s,t,0 ,0(*** ,f )),f J(s,0 (s,C,0,0(''',g))), 
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fgCs.G (s,t,8,0(''' ,g))),f2(s,e*(s,t,0 ,0("« ,g)))) 
R(s,9*(s,t,e ,0(*«* ,f)),fj(s,0*(s,t,9 ,g))), 
f2(s,8*(s,t,0,0(''' ,g)),g3(s,9*(s,t,e ,0(« •• ,g)))) I 
|R(s,0*(s,t,0,0(»** j(s,0*(s,t,0 ,0(''',g))), 
f2(s,0*(s,t,0,0(''' ,g))),g3(s,9*(s,t,0 ,©(••• ,f)))) 
R(S,0 (s,t,9,0(*»'J(S,9 (s,t,9 ,0('«* ,g))), 
g2(s,9*(s,t,9,0(... ,g))),g2(s,9*(s,t,9 ,0(* • • ,f ) ))) | 
|R(S,0 (s,t,0,0(*" j(s,9*(s,t,0 ,0(''',g))), 
g2(s,9*(s,t,9 ,0(«** ,g))),g2(s,9*(s,t,9 ,0(*** ,g)))} 
R[s,9*(s,t,0 ,0(''' ,f)),gj(s,0*(s,t,0 ,0(''',g))), 
g2(s,0*(s,C,0,0(''' ,g))),g3(s,0*(s,t,0 ,0(''' ,g)))) I 
|R[S,0 (s,t,0,0(*** ,f)),gj(s,0 (s,t,0,0("',g))), 
g2(s,0*(s,t,8,0(''' ,g))),g2(s,0*(s,t,0 ,0("* ,g)))) 
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- R(s, e  (s,t,8,G(*'',g)),g^ (s,8 (s,t,0 ,g))), 
g2(s,8*(s,t,8,0(.*' ,g))),g3(s.,8*(s,t,e ,0('.. ,g)))} |}ds 
< e / L(s+0*(s,t,8,0{...,f))){(l+3A)|8*(s,t,8,0(..-,f)) 
-8 (s,t,8 ,©(••• ,f))l + »f-gW}ds 
= I . 
By Lemma 5B, we have that 
 ^ ee(t-s)+(l+3A)/ eL(v+8 (v,t,8,0('**,f))dv 
I < ; e 
• L(v+8 (v,t,8 ,0(*** ,f)))dv)llf-gll 
< tW "f-s" ' Tim "f-s" 
Thus, |T^ f(t,8) - Tjg(t,0)| < Y& "^ "S" 
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For the second component we proceed as above, and we have 
(lOB) b) iTgfCt.e) - T^ gCt.e)! 
V2 t a (t-s) * * 
<e K / e |X,ls,6 (s,t,8,0(**",f)),f (s,8 (s,t ,0,f ))), 
— œ 
£2(8,6 (s,t,8 ,0(''' ,f))),f2(s,0*(s,t,0 ,©(•••,£)))) 
- Xj(s,9*(s,t,0 ,0(«** ,g)),gj(s,9*(s,t,6,0(-*« ,g))), 
g2(s,0*(s,t,0 ,©(••• ,g))),g3(s,0*(s,t,0 ,©(••• ,g)))) Ids 
t * 
V2 t °i(t-s)+(l+3A)/ eL[v+6 (v,t,6,©(•••,f)))dy 
< (e K M / e ® ds)llf-gll 
— OP 
< Ti&) < Tim "f-s" • 
The last component is done as before, and we have 
To(t) A 
(lOB) c) |T3f(t,0) - T3g(t,0)| < YÏT3ÂT "^ "8" < â+âÂT " ' 
Hence, IITf - Tgit < llf-gH , so T is contractive. 
By the Banach Fixed Point Theorem, there exists a unique f 6 F(D,A) 
such that TF = f. This f defines an integral manifold for system (IB). 
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To see this,  observe that 
(t ,0*(t,O,0) , f j (t ,0*(t,O,0)),f2(t, e*(t,O,9)),f3(t,0*( t ,O, e ) )  
satisfies the system (IB) and is clearly on the Integral manifold for all  
( t , e ) .  I 
Lemma 7B gives the existence of an integral manifold for (6B). With 
slight modification i t  will  also give uniqueness of the Integral manifold. 
Lemma 8B; Let the conditions of Lemma 7B be satisfied. Then there is no 
other Integral manifold in 0^ besides the one given by Lemma 7B. 
Proof: Assume there is another Integral manifold, S in 0^. Let 
(0,n  ,^2) ^ S but not on the integral manifold given by Lemma 7B. 
Then, (  t  ,0(t ,0,n) ,r(t  ,0,Tr) ,x^(t ,0 ,Ç j)  ,X2(t ,0,52)) for all  t ,  
where 0(•) ,r(*),Xj(*),X2(*) is the unique solution to the system (IB) 
which passes through (^,n,5^,52) at t  = 0. Thus, the set,  
{(t,0(t,O,n),g(t)),  where g(t) = (gj,  ( t)  ,g2(t) ,g2(t)) and 
gj(t) = r(t ,0,p),  g2(t) = x^(t,0,g^), g^ = X2(t,p,S2) for all  t  € R} , 
is an Integral manifold in 0^ which is parameterized by t .  Let f be 
the fixed point of Lemma 7B. Then, define 
3 
llf-gll = sup 2 |f j(t ,0(t,O,n)) -  g.(t) | .  Now checking the derivation 
t  1=1 
of Lemma 5B, we observe that only one function needs to be Lipschitz 
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continuous with constant A, the other need only be continuous. Thus, we 
have the relation 
(IIB) a) |0 (s,t,0(t,O,n) ,©(••• ,f)) -9 (s,t,6(t,0,n >,©(••• ,g)) I 
s * 
(1+3A)1/ L(V+9 (v,t,9(t,O,n),0(»** ,f)))dv| 
Second, note that in the derivation inequalities 10a,b,c we need one 
function to be Llpschitz continuous with constant A and the other just 
continuous. Proceeding as before, we have the inequality 
(IIB) b) llf-gH < -JUJ- llf-gU 
But this can only happen if Uf-gll =0. Therefore, the solution 
(t,9(t,0,n),r(t,0,p),Xj(t,0,5^ ),X2(t,0,52)) must have been on the 
integral manifold of Lemma 7B, a contradiction. Thus, there is only one 
integral manifold In 0^ . Further, note we have shown that any solution 
of system (IB) which remains in 0^  for all t must be on the integral 
manifold. • 
Having shown that in 0^ , where 
"D =  { ( t , 9 , r , X j , X 2 , e )  €  x  x  x  r "  x  r °  x  R ^ ;  | r |  <  D ,  I I  ^  "  <  D ,  
WXgW < D, 0 < E < Eq} and D selected sufficiently small, we have a 
unique Integral manifold of the form (t,9,f^ (t,9),f^ (t,0)jf^ Ct,9)J, 
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where C G &, 0 € R, € F(D,A), we now turn our attention to 
the stability properties of this integral manifold. Recall that we are 
only considering the case S < 0. The first result provides conditions 
when the integral manifold is stable in the sense of definition 2. The 
second result gives conditions for the integral manifold to be unstable in 
the sense of definition 3. The cases for 3 > 0 would be done in 
analogous manner and will not be shown. 
Lemma 9B; First, we assume there is no equation in system (IB). 
Next, let the assumptions of Lemma 7B hold. Then, select X > 0 such 
A £ 
that there exists a < 0 and ~< 6^  < 0 and 
\ 
( 3 + —  ) < 0 ^ < 0 .  F u r t h e r ,  p i c k  a ,  A ,  D  s u c h  t h a t  f o r  t  >  0 ,  
6 € [0,211] 
e X  ,  
" * —J (t-s) 
1) / eL(s+9 (s,0,8))e ds < % , 
t 5 (t-s) * , 
2) / e e  ^ L(s+8 (s,O,0))ds < j- , 
0 ° 
V2 t S (t-s) 
3) K, e M / e ds < 7 , 
1 0 ® 
* 
where 0 (s,0,9) denotes the 9 function to the solution which for 
t = 0 takes the value (0 ,f ^(0,9) ,f2(0',9 )) . Let a > 0 be picked such 
that D + 0 < a for 0 < < o. We have for all t > 0 
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eX , 
® T (t-s) I 
e / Il(S-W^ ) - L(s)| e ds < -i , 
which is possible since L is Zir-periodic. Moreover, let A < K,. 
0 1 
Then, the integral manifold is stable. 
Proof; Define the space H by 
H = {(j) = X X R° such that (j)^  € C(R x n^ (a)), 
where 0(G) = {(0,P,Ç): 0 < 8 < 4n, |p-f^ (0,6)| < , 
t 
IS-fpCO.Q)! <7§-}> sup |*i(C,8,P,S)|e  ^ < CJ , 
(t,0,P,e) Rxn^ (a) ^  
<t)^  are 2n-periodic in 6, *^ (t,8,f^ (t,8),f2(t,8)) = 0 
for all t > 0 and i = 1,2,3}. 
Define a norm on H by ll<jill = max sup |4u(t,8,p,g)| e . 
l<i<3 (t,8,p,S) 
Clearly, the set H is complete under this metric. 
The idea of the following proof is for known solutions on the 
integral manifold to determine those Initial conditions for solutions 
tending to the integral manifold. Toward this end, define the operator 
V on H as shown in Table 3. 
We will show that V:H + H and is contractive. Thus, V will have 
a fixed point, <1», by the Banach Fixed Point Theorem. Next, observe that 
such a fixed point has the property that (t,8 (t,0,8)4^ (^t,8,p,S), 
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fj(t,0 (t,0,8))+*2(t,8,P,G),f2(C,8*(C,0,8))+*2(C,8,p,S)] will solve 
system (IB). Further, for t = 0 this solution passes through the point 
(84^ (^0,8,p,g),p,5] and as t + " this solution will tend exponentially 
to the Integral manifold. Also, by Lemma 8B the solution starting at 
(8+4^ (0,8,p,g),p,S) must leave 0^  as t + - ». 
To show that V takes H back to H, we work component by 
component. Observe for all t > 0, (0,p,Ç) € ft(a) we have 
4' (12B) a) |Vjt(t,6.p.ï)|e 
00 
< E=^T / GL( s+E* ( 8,0,8))(| + , ( 8,8, p,5)| + | + 2(8, 8 , p , S ) |  +  | * 2 ( s , 8 , p , e ) | ]  
< (3 / eL[s+8 (s,O,0))e^ (^^  ds)a 
t 
< 0 . 
e X  
T  t 
(12B) b) |V2*(t,8,p,S)|e 
e(3 + 4 )t t e(B +4 )(t-s) * 
< e |p-f (0,8)1 + [3 / ee L(s+8 (s,0,8))ds)o 
0 
t e(g +— )(t-s) * 
< | + ( 3 / e e  L ( s + 8  ( s , 0 , 8 ) ) d s ) a  
< a . 
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4^ (12B) c) |V2*(t,8,P,S)|e 
( « 1 + ^ ) 1  1 / 2  t  ( a  + ^ ) ( t-s) 
<K^e IS-fgCO.G)! + (3 e K^M / e ds)a 
0 
< a  . 
Clearly, sup IV .<t> (t ,9 ,p ,Ç) | e < a . 
(t, ( 0,P, Ç ) )  1 
Next, we show for fixed (|> € H that for 1 = 1,2,3, is 
continuous on x 0(G). First, observe that each V^ i# is Llpschitz 
continuous in t. To see this, note that each is dlfferentiable with 
respect to t and that the derivatives are bounded continuous 
functions. Second, letting t be fixed, we show each V^ <j) is con­
tinuous in (8,p,g). First, we do V^ <j). Let Y > 0 be fixed. Then, 
there exists a T > 0 such that 
£ I  (Q(s,e*(s,o,9)-Ht)j(s,9 ,p ,Ç), 
T 
f j(s, e  (s,o,8))+*2(s,8,p,5),f2(s,8*(s,o,8))+*2(s, e  ,p ,Ç)) 
-0(s,8*(s,o,8),fj(s,8*(s,O,8)),f2(s,8*(s,O, e))}ds| < y 
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for all (0,P,Ç) 0(a). Thus, 
(13B) |Vi*(t,8,P,S) - Vj<|)(t,0,p,r)| 
T 
< e / [|G{s,8*(s,o,8)+4i(s,0,p,G),f^ (s,0*(s,o,0))+*2(s,G:P,G), 
fgCs.G (s,o,0))-H»2(s,0 ,p ,5)) 
- 0(s,0 (s,o,0)+<|)j(s,0,p,Ç),f j(S,0*(S,O,0))+(()2(S,0 ,p,Ç), 
f2(6,9*(s,O,0))+*2(s,0,P,S))| 
+ |0(s,0*(s,O,0),fj(s,0*(s,O,0)),f2(s,0*(s,O,0)) 
- 0(s,0*(s.O,0),fj(s,0*(s,O,0)),f2(s,9*(s,O,0))) |]ds + f-
T 
< e / 3[L(s+0*(s,O,0)-H)j(s,0,p,Ç)]{(l+2A)|0*(s,O,0)-0*(s,O,0)| 
3 
+ 2 i<t' . (s,0,P,5)H).(s,0,P,C))} 
1=1 
+ 3L(s+0*(s,O,0))(l+2A)l0*(s,O,0)-0*(s,O0)|)ds + 
= I . 
* 
Using the continuity of 0 and of the ^^ 's, we can pick an h such 
that when |(0 ,P ,5) - (0,P ,f)| < h we have 
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| e ' ( s, o , e )  -  e % . o . 6 ) |  <  .  
M 
2^^ |*i(s,9,P,5) - *i(s,ë,p,G)| < 24T(l+2A)eL^  ' 
T 
where = max |L(S)|, t < S < T. Thus, I < J ds < Y. 
0<s<2m t 
Therefore, V^ iJ» Is continuous in (8,p,G) for fixed t. Following the 
same steps as for Vj<J> we can show that V^ (f> are continuous on 
0(G) for fixed t. Combining this fact with that each each V^ tji is 
Lipschitz continuous in t we see that V^ <)) is continuous on 
X 0(G) for i = 1,2,3. Also, by using an argument similar to that 
given in Lemma 6B we can show that V^ 0(t,8+2f,P,S) = V^ (t,6,p,Ç) for 
i = 1,2,3. Clearly V^ *(t,9,f^ (t,8),f2(t,e)) = 0. Hence, V:H + H. 
Next, we show that V is contractive. As before we only work on 
V^ ; the other two components are done in similar fashion. Observe for 
all (t,9,p,Ç) € X 0(G) and i|) ,i|> that 
4t 
(14B) e ^  |Vj<|.(t,0,p,Ç) - V^ ip( t , e,p,U| 
fit . 
< e ^  / e|Q(s,0*(s,o,Ô)+<t> (s,6,p,Ç),f (s,8*(s,o,8))+* (s,8,p,Ç) 
1 1 2 
fgfs.G (s,o,0))+<ii^ (s,0 ,p ,Ç)] 
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- 0(S,0*(S,O,6)-H('J(S,9 ,P ,S),F^ (S,8*(S,O,8))+*2(S,8 ,P,G), 
£2(8,0 (s,o,e)+*2(8,8,p,S)]|dG 
*  ^(t-s) 
< (36 / L(s+8 (s,o,9)-H)j(s,0,P,Ç))e dsju* - *11 
" * *  ^(t-s) 
< (3E / |L(S+0 (s,o,8)+F.(s,8,p,S)) - L(s+8 (s,0,6))|e ds 
t 
r" *  ^(t-s) 
+ 3e / L(S+8 (s,0,9))e ^  dsjil* - <pll 
t 
< K II4) - *W, where K < 1. 
Thus, taking sup on both sides of (14B) we have 
(t,e,p,0€rxn(a) 
—«• t 
sup |v *(t,8,?,S) - V.*(t,8,p,E)|e < KW* - i|)ll , We could 
(t,8,p,0 1 1 
proceed and do the same for the second and third component. Thus, V 
is contractive and has a fixed point <|). 
As said at the beginning, this <|) will determine the initial 
conditions of those solutions which tend to the manifold exponentially. 
Thus, given (8,p,Ç) 6 0(o) , then (8^ ,r^ ,x^ ) where 
(a) (|)j(t,9 ,P ,0 + 8 (t,0,8) = 8(t,0,n(8,p,S),p,5) = 0^  , 
(15B) (b) <|)2(t,0 ,P ,0 + f j(t,8 (t,0,8)) = r(t,0,n(8,p ,Ç),p ,5) = r^  , 
(c) «^ (^t.e ,P ,5) + f2(t,0 (t,O,0)) = x(t,0,n(8,p,S),p,S) = x^  , 
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is the solution to (IB) passing through the point (<|> j(0,9 ,p ,Ç ) + 9 ,p ) 
at t = 0. 
To finish the argument we let N be the neighborhood, 
N = U B((9,f^ (O,0),f2(O,0)),T), where T < . Let 
6 
A A 
(TI,P,Ç) € N, we need to find an (n ,p ,5 ) such that (n ,p ,Ç ) € N 
* * 
and n = n + <|)j(0,T1 ,P,Ç). Thus, showing that the solution starting at 
(r\,p,Ç) for t = 0 does tend to the integral manifold. First, there is 
a 6 such that |n-9| < t, |p-f^ (0,9)| < %, (Ç-f2(O,0)| <t. Let 
Tij € [n-o,n+ff]. We need to show that (n,P,Ç) € n(a). Observe that 
l p - f j ( 0 , r i j ) |  <  | p - f j ( 0 , 9 ) |  +  | f j ( o , 0 ) - f j ( o , n ) |  +  | f j ( 0 , n ) - f ^ ( 0 , n j ) |  
< T + AT + Aa < (1+A)T + Aa < , 
6Ki 
and 
|Ç-f2(0,nj)| < IS-fgCO.O)! + |f2(O,0)-f2(O,n)| + |f2(0,Tl)-f^ (0,nj)| 
Thus, (n^ ,P,G) € 0(o) for all € [n-o,n+o]. Next, note that since 
I (J) J < a, we have 
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n < n + a + *^(0,n+a,*,S) , 
and 
n > n - a + 4»j(0,n-a,p ,Ç) , 
Therefore, there must be an n € [n-a,ri+o] such that 
* * 
n + *^(0,n ,p,Ç) = n by continuity of and connectedness of S2(a). 
Thus, we have shown there exists a uniform band about 
(0,fj(0,6),f2(0,9)) such that for any point in this band a solution 
starting for t = 0 at this point will tend to the integral manifold as 
t + " at least at an exponential rate. • 
The previous result shows that for (tQ,n,P,5) € R^x R^x 
sufficiently close to the Integral manifold then the solution which at 
t = tp passes through (n ,<|) ,5 ) will tend to the integral manifold for 
t > tp, t + + " and for t > t^ t + - " will leave 0^, provided 
there is no X2 equation. When there is an X2 equation, we will show 
that the integral manifold is unstable. 
Lemma lOB; First, assume system (IB) has an X2 equation. Next, assume 
the hypotheses of Lemma 7B hold. Then, select X > 0 such that there 
exists a < 0 and 
< ^2 < 0, (3 + Y ) ^ ^2 < 0, and -[og + ^ < 0. 
Further, pick a, A, D such that for t > 0, 8 € [0,4ir], 
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eX . . 
f * T 1 (1) / eL(s+9 (s,O,0))e ds < j , 
t 6 (t-s) * J 
(2) j e L(s+e (s,0,9))ds < i , 
0 ° 
V2 t 6 ( t -s) 1 
(3) Kj e M / e ^ ds < ^ , 
V2 " Ô (s-t) 
(4) Kg G ds < J . 
Let a be picked such that D + a < a and for 0 < tr^ < a we have for 
all t > 0 
" ^ (t-s) . 
e / |L(s+o^) - L(s)|e ds < . 
Then, the integral manifold is unstable. 
Proof : Define the space H by 
H = {<t> = ^ such that 
4»^ ecCR"*" X 0 (0)), where Q^(a) = {(0 ,p ,Ç ) : 0 < 8 < 4n, 
|p-fl(0,8)| < ûa, jS^-fgCO.e)! 0 Ac}, 
eX 
~2 
sup |4u(t,8,P,S,)|e < a, 
t,8,p,c^ € r^xn^(o) 
(|)^ are 2ir-periodic In 0, *^[t,8,f^(t,8),f2(t,8)) =0 
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for all t > 0 and 1 = 1,2,3}. 
Define a norm on H by 
ex 
—2 c 
#11 = max sup 
l<i<3 (t,0,P,Çj) 6 R xO^Co) 
Clearly, the set H is complete under this metric. 
We follow the proof of the previous lemma and define the operator 
U on H as shown in Table 4. 
Due to the forms of V I ,  Wg(|) which are quite similar to 
of Lemma 9B we will not show that these components 
satisfy the needed conditions. However, we will show that W^ip does 
satisfy the needed conditions. So, we will need to show that W^<|) is 
+ 4^ 
continuous on R x 0(a), sup |w,*(C,8,p,G,)|e <a, and 
c,8,p,sl 
|w^<j)(t,0 ,P ,ç^) - W^'|'(t,6,p,Çj)|e < K H - t# I for some K < 1. 
First, observe that 
eX 
(16B) e ^ |W^4.(t,0,P,Ç)( 
I/2 <= a (t-s) , ^ t 
< [e ; Kg e 4M(Z*|4i(s,8,p,5;)|)ds)e 
v2 " («2 ^ )(t-s) 
< re K-M( f e ^ dsjo < a . 
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Next, let (|) € H be fixed. Then, note that Is Llpschltz 
continuous In t due to the fact that W^i|) Is dlfferentlable with 
respect to t and that the derivative Is a bounded continuous function. 
Second, letting t be fixed we will show W^<(i Is continuous In 
S . Let Y > 0 be fixed. Then, there exists a T > 0 
« 1/2 A (t-s) 
such that 1/ e e AXgCsjdsl < for all (8,p,g^) € 
Then, 
(17B) |w^'J'(t,e,e,çp - w^<t>(t,ë,ê,|pl 
v2 ««(t-s) ^ ^ 
< e f Kg e tlXgls.G (s ,0,9)+<t) ^ (s ,9 ,P ,5 j) ,f ^(s ,6 (s,o,6)) 
+*2(3'9 ,p,si),f2(g'®*(s'°'g))+*2(s,8 jp ,5j), 
f jXs.G (s ,o ,e))+<j)^(s ,8 ,p ,çp)  
- XgCs.e (s,o,8)+*^(s,8,p,S),f^(s,8 (s,o,8)) 
+<j>2(s,8 ,p ,Ç^),f2(s,0*(s,o,8))-h|)2(s,0 ,p ,1"), 
f3(s,8*(s,o,0))-h)^(s,§",p ,f j)) i 
+ 1X2(3 ,8*(s,o,e) ,f^(s ,8*(s ,0,8)),f2(s ,8*(s ,0,8 )) , 
f3(s,8*(s,0,8))) 
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- XgCs.e (s,o ,0),f^(s,9 (s,0,9)) 
f-(s,0*(s,O,ê))]|}ds + ^ Y 
V2 T o (t-s) * * 
< E Kg / 4M(1+3A)(2|0 (s,0,e)  -0 (s,O,0)| 
+ ^jki(s,9,p,çj) - *i(s,0,ê,g^)|}ds + y 
* 
Using the continuity of 0 and of the <l>^'s, we can find an h such 
that when maxf j0-0 |, |p-p |  , ^ |} < h, we have 
2|6*(s.o.e) - e*(s,0,9)1 < 
and 
zll*i(s,0,e,s^) - <t'^(s,0,e,|j)| < ^ /24t(1+3a)g^^mk2 
where 0 < t < s < T. Thus, 
^ ^^2 1 
I < / 4e K^M(1+3A){ /i2(i+3A)e ^MK^T *"2 
Therefore, W^ij) is continuous in (0,P,C^) € 0(o) for fixed t. 
Arguing as before, this implies that W^<|) is continuous on 
X Ogfo). Also, arguing in the same manner as in Lemma 7B, we can 
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show that W^())(t,Q+2ir ,p j) = W^4(t,8,P,5^). Clearly, 
W^*(t ,8 ,f^(t ,8) ,f2(t ,8) ,f2(t ,8))  = 0. Hence,  W:H + H. 
To show that W is contractive we will only show our work for 
with the other components being done in similar fashion. For all 
(t,Ô,e,çp € X 0(o), and <t) ,*}» € H observe that 
(18b) e^ |w4*(t,8,e,5i) - n4*(t,8,g,s;)| 
V2 " a,(t-s) * * 
< e J e 1X2(8,8 (s,o,8)+*^(s,8,p,5^),f^(s,8 (s,o,8)) 
t 
+*2(8,8 ,p ,çp,f2(s,8 (s,o,8))+*2(s,8 ,p,G^), 
f2(s,8*(s,Q,8))+*^(s,8 ,p ,Çj)) 
- X2[s,8*(s,o,8)+*^(s,8 ,P,Çj^),f j(s,e*(s,o,6)) 
+*l(s,8 ,p,çp,f2(s,8*(s,o,8))-hj<^(s,8 ,p,5^), 
f2(s,8*(s,o,8))+^^(s,8 ,p ,Çj)] |ds 
v2 " (a2'*" ~2 \ 
< (4 E K_M / e dsjll(|) - til 
t 
< K Hij) - «I'll ,  where K < 1 
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Thus, taking sup on both sides we have 
(t,9,e,çp € R xn^(G) 
sup e |w,<J)(t,9,e,Ç ) - NV(t,8,e,G.)| < K U* - «I'll. Hence, 
(t.e.e.çp ^ ^ ^ 
Is contractive. By using the Banach Fixed Point Theorem, there is a 
<ti € H such that 
As before, this it> will determine Initial conditions for those 
solutions which will tend exponentially to the integral manifold as 
t + t > 0. Thus, given (9,P,Cj) € 82(0) Chen 
(9(t),r(t),Xj(t),X2(t)) where 
(a) +0 (t,0,9) 
= 9( t ,0,n(9,p,çp,p ,5^,52(9 ,P.Çj)) 
=  e ( t )  
(b) *2(t,9,G,Si) + f,(t,9*(t,0,9)) 
= r[t,0,n(9 ,p ,Çj),p ,5^,52(8 iP i^i)) 
= r(t) 
(19B) 
(c) <t.3(t,0,e,çp + f2(t,0*(t,O,9)) 
= XJ[t,0,n(9 ,p ,5j),p ,Çj,Ç2(® »P I^i)) 
= X^( t )  
(d) *4(C,9,E,Si) + f3(t,9*(t,O,0)) 
= x2(t,0,n(9,p ,çj),p,çj,ç2^® ,p 
= xgct) , 
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is the solution to system (IB) passing through the point 
(<!> j(O|0 |P ,5 j) + ® ^(0,9 ,p,çp +£2(0,6)). Observe that the initial 
condition can be made to be as close to (9,f^(0,0),f^(0,0),f^(0,9)) as 
we wish, since we could let + f2(0,9),f2,(0,9) and 
<|)^(t,0,f j^(t,9),f2(t,9),f2(t,9)) = 0 for all t > 0 and i = 1,2,3,4. 
Further, as t the solution (9 (t) ,r(t) ,Xj(t) ,X2(t) ) which is not 
on the integral manifold must leave 0^ or else contradict Lemma 8B. 
Thus, we have a continuous surface, S = {(*2(0,9,G,g^) + 0 ;P ^ 
't'^CO ,9 ,e ,çp+f2(0,9)) : (0,p,Ç) with dimension 1+1+n, of 
initial conditions for solutions which tend to the integral manifold as 
t ->• <*> and, if the initial condition is not on the integral manifold, 
away as t + - *. By considering the argument in reverse, i.e. by 
t € R , we see that we would obtain a continuous surface, 
u = {(*i(o,9,s2)+9,*2(o,8,s2)+fi(o,9),*2(o,0,s2)+f2(°'g)'s2)} 
dimension 1+m of initial conditions for solutions which tend to the 
integral manifold as t •»• - » and, if the initial condition is not on 
the integral manifold, the solution moves away from the integral 
manifold. Thus, given any neighborhood, B, of 
(9 ,fj(0,9),f2(0,9),f2(0,9)) 9 € R, there are points in S H B and in 
U n B. Therefore, the integral manifold is unstable. • 
By combining the previous group of lemmas we have a proof of the 
following theorem. 
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Theorem IB (Integral Manifold Theorem): For system (IB) assume that 
1) the functions 0, R, X^, have the periodicity and continuity 
properties listed following system (IB); 
2) that L has the required properties; 
3) that 3*0; and 
4) that Aj and - are stable matrices. 
Then, there exists a region 0^ such that in this region there is a 
unique integral manifold, , of system (IB). Further, given any point 
in 0^ which is not on the integral manifold, then the solution which 
passes through this point for some tQ must leave 0^ either forward or 
backwards in t. Moreover, the integral manifold has the same 
stability properties as 1^. 
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LITEEAIDKE REVIEW 
The sinusoidal-Input describing function method, more simply the 
describing function method, was Introduced in the United States by 
Kochenburger [23], who proposed the method to analyze a certain engi­
neering problem and suggested that this approach can be applied more 
generally to feedback systems with one nonlinear element. Kochenburger's 
paper was quickly followed by a mathematical, heuristic development of 
the describing function method by Johnson [20]. Both of these papers 
applied a modification of what is now called the Loeb or Quasi-Static 
stability criteria [13]. We will discuss the Quasi-Static criteria 
later. 
Many of the early papers on describing functions dealt with the 
determination of the describing functions for different nonllnearities, 
e.g., [15], [40]. For nonllnearities which are mathematically 
complicated, the describing functions could be approximated by 
experimentation, e.g. [13]. 
It Is known that the describing function method can give erroneous 
predictions on the existence or nonexistence of limit cycles and limit 
cycle stability. There are examples, e.g., [10], in which the describing 
function method predicts there are no limit cycles but the system does 
have an oscillation. For further comments on the example in [10], see 
[24]. Further, there are examples, e.g., [35], in which the describing 
function method predicts a limit cycle and the system does not have a 
limit cycle. Failures of the describing function method in either case 
have been causes for further research. Several efforts in deriving 
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rigorous mathematical conditions to ensure the existence or nonexistence 
of limit cycles when predicted by the describing function method have 
been given, e.g., [2], [3], and [22]. Several authors, e.g. [5], [11], 
[29], and [30], have given procedures to construct error bounds for the 
frequency and the amplitude. The final word on this topic may have been 
given by [4]. The result in [4] gives straight forward computable, 
graphical conditions to answer the question of existence or nonexistence 
of limit cycles and to determine error bounds for the frequency and 
amplitude predictions. The results of [30] concerning the existence or 
nonexistence of limit cycles have been extended to weakly interconnected 
systems [39]. 
Rigorous mathematical justification for the describing function's 
limit cycle stability predictions have been slow in development. The 
usual argument to justify the describing function's stability prediction 
is the Quasi-Static criteria [13]. The Quasi-Static criteria assumes the 
stability properties of the nonlinear feedback system are the same as 
those of the feedback system in which the nonlinearity is replaced by its 
describing function. Further, the criteria assumes that the describing 
function is at least twice differentiable and that derivatives of order 
greater than one are negligible and can be dropped from the analysis. 
Various authors have developed simpler stability criteria other than the 
Quasi-Static criteria for special classes of nonlinearities such as 
relays, e.g., [1], [13], or special linear plants, e.g., [38]. Most make 
the same assumptions as the Quasi-Static criteria. For a second order 
system with a differentiable nonlinearity, a necessary and sufficient 
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condition for stability has been proven [43] and shown equivalent to the 
Quasi-Static conditions. Further, Willems stated that this condition is 
necessary for higher order systems. Recent results by Miller, Michel 
and Krenz 133], [34] and Krenz and Miller [25] have given a rigorous 
justification of the Quasi-Static criteria in feedback, systems with one 
nonlinearity. Their results provide sufficient conditions for the 
existence of a manifold and to determine the stability of this 
manifold. Further, they give estimates of the rate of settling of 
solutions to the manifold. The results of this dissertation follow the 
work of Miller, Michel and Krenz [33], [34] and Krenz and Miller [25] in 
spirit and are a generalization of their work. 
The basic idea of the sinusoidal-input describing function has been 
expanded in several directions. In many cases, the idea that the input 
to the nonlinearity is roughly sinusoidal is not realistic and other 
types of input describing functions have been investigated, see [13]. 
Methods which balance more than the first harmonic have been suggested 
(e.g., [29]), but are more difficult to use. Finally, efforts to extend 
the describing function method to feedback systems with more than one 
nonlinearity have been presented, e.g. , [14] , [16]', and [21]. This last 
subject is the topic of this thesis. 
The extension of the describing function method to the feedback 
system of Figure 1 has generally been done in one of two ways. In the 
first method, which we will call the composite describing function 
method, one considers the part of the feedback system from n^ to n^ 
as being one nonlinearity and determines the describing function of this 
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composite nonlinearity (see e.g., [12], [16], [36], and [44]). At least 
one major drawback to the composite describing function method is the 
difficulty in deriving the describing function for the composite 
nonlinearity. Further, the composite nonlinearity is a function of 
frequency as well as amplitude which makes the prediction of the 
frequency and amplitude of a possible limit cycle a much more difficult 
task. The second method, which we have referred to as the describing 
function method, suggested by Gronner [16] is to replace each of the 
nonlinearities by its describing function. Clearly, this method 
preserves the ease of use of the describing function. Gronner derived 
the composite describing function for a feedback system with two 
nonlinearities and compared the predictions to those obtained by simply 
replacing each nonlinearity by its describing function. The results of 
Gronner's comparison were favorable. Using the same idea'. Gran and Rimer 
[14] gave a general procedure for using this approach on multiple 
nonlinear feedback systems of the type given in Figure 1, as well as for 
feedback systems in a parallel configuration. Gran and Rimer pointed out 
the need for the inputs into each of the nonlinearities to be roughly 
sinusoidal in form. Thus, in order for the describing function to give 
good results, we need for the low pass filter hypothesis to hold. Many 
writers, e.g., [8]', [9] , [14]', [13] , and [28], have presented graphical 
techniques to predict the frequency, amplitude and stability of possible 
limit cycles. 
To put the results of this dissertation into context, we will derive 
conditions which justify the much simpler method of replacing each 
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nonllnearlty by Its describing funciton. Under these conditions, we show 
that there exists a manifold of solutions In a small neighborhood near 
the set of phase shifts of the describing function's predicted periodic 
solution. Further, we give sufficient conditions to guarantee the • 
stability or instability of this manifold. Unfortunately, the method of 
proof does not show that this manifold is generated by a periodic 
solution. We do, however, believe that this is true. Moreover, we 
believe that In the stable case, the actual domain of attraction of the 
manifold, i.e., those Initial conditions for solutions which tend to the 
manifold, will be larger the proven domain of attraction. 
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PRELIMINARIES AND STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULT 
Consider 2J real, linear differential operators with constant 
coefficients of the form: 
(k.) (k.-l) 
Pj(D)y = y + PK.- i , j  y  + + Po. j  
(K.-l) 
= v-i,j y + 
where = d"y/dt", all are positive integers, all 
k. 
P» . and , . coefficients are real and y is a C smooth 
n,j 
real valued function. In addition, consider J nonlinear functions, 
ny: R+ R', which are assumed to be continuous, odd and satisfying some 
technical conditions to be stated later. An example of such an n^ is 
the saturation nonlinearity given by 
my if |y| < d 
n(y) = 
md(sgn y) if |y| > d, 
where m and d are positive constants. 
Consider the coupled feedback system in Figure 1 which can be 
described by a system of equations of the form 
pj(d)yj + n^(qj(d)yj) = 0 
p2(d)y2 - n2(qj(d)yj) = 0 
(1) 
= 0 . 
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We assume the method of describing functions predicts the existence of a 
periodic solution for (1). That is, letting and Qj stand for the 
differential operators as well as their associated polynomials 
k k-1 
: + ''' + po.j ' 
K-1 
• X-1.J ' * — * "o.J ' 
and letting (A) denote the sinusoidal-input describing function for 
the nonllnearity i, then there are positive constants 
such that. 
"jWj-i.o' ".(So) -  ° 
^10 ^1^0 
( 2 )  
^20 ~ ^2^0 
For brevity, denote the products P^(s)...Pj(s), Q^(s)...Qj(s) and 
Nj^(ATj)N2(AT^) .. .Nj(ATj_j^) by P(s), Q(s) and N(A) respectively. 
Henceforth, we assume the linear system of equations 
p^(d)y^ + ni(atj)qj(d)yj = 0 
pgcdxfg - n2(atj^)q^(d)y^ = 0 
(3) 
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satisfies one of two conditions. The first condition is: 
(H-1) There exists constants 91^ and 91 ^  with 
0 < < Aq < 91^, such that equation (3) is stable when A 
is in the range A^ < A and is unstable when A is in 
the range 31^ < A < Aq . Moreover, for A = A^, (4) has 
characteristic roots ± iw^, which are simple and the 
remaining characteristic roots have negative real parts. * 
We wish to state an equivalent form of (H-1). Towards this end we 
consider the system (3) with A = AG. Then, the corresponding character­
istic equation, P(s) + Q(S)N(AQ) = 0, has the roots s^ = IUQ and 
J 
s„ = - iw . Let s_,...,s where K = E K., denote the remaining 
/ u j k j=i j 
roots with roots listed as often as their multiplicity. 
Define the two constants and 6^ by the relation, 
0^ - igg = Q(iWQ)/[wQ(P'(iWg) + Q*(ia)g)N(AQ)], where WQ is the 
c o n s t a n t  d e t e r m i n e d  b y  ( 2 ) ,  Q ' ( s )  =  ^  Q ( s )  a n d  P ' ( s )  = ( P ( s ) ) .  
Then, assumption (H-1) is equivalent to the condition: 
(H-1)' Re(Sj ) <0 for j = 3,4, ...,k and B^NXAg) > 0. 
The second condition we state as: 
(H-l)" Either Re(s^) > 0 for some j, 3 < j < K or 
3^N'(AQ) <0 is true. 
By an Integral manifold for (1), we mean a continuous surface S in 
T 
real (K+l)-dimenslonal space such that if p = (t^ ,i1 j,... ,ri j^) € S and if 
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y(t) = (yj(t),y2(t),...,yj(t)) is a solution of satisfying the initial 
conditions yj^^Ctg) = for 0 < h < K^, y^"^ = for 
0 < n < Kg, and so on, then y(t) is defined for all t € R and 
(10 (ki-l) (kj-1) t 
(t,yj(t),yj (t),...,y^ (t),...,yj (t)) € S for all t € R. 
Thus, if = ^j(*j-l,o)^j-l(°)yj-l' then (1) reduces to 
(3) with A = Aq and has the integral manifold 
(4) Sg = {(t.AgSinOwQt+T), WyAQCOsfWgt+T),..., 
^0^1 ^ ^10 ) 1^1^% ) I / I^ ' sin(wQt+F^+T ),...): 
_ c o < t < < » ,  0 < T < 2 7 r } .  
We now give a result which provides a justification for the use of 
the describing function method to predict the existence of a periodic 
solution of (1) and the stability of this solution. This result states 
that when certain parameters are sufficiently small, then (1) will have 
an Integral manifold, , which closely approximates the surface SQ 
given by (4). may have a periodic solution or it may not have a 
periodic solution. In either case, solutions of (1) on will look as 
if they are periodic with period (2%)/w^. This is true because the 
manifold closely approximates SQ. The closer approximates 
SQ, the more periodic in appearance the solutions become. In fact the 
following result holds: 
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Theorem 1. Assume the following; 
(Hr-2) The constants p„ . ., q„ . . are real for 
j  ' J  
1 < i < K., Py .=1, and the constant K. is a positive 
J J 
integer for 1 < j < J, 
(H-3) n^ is an odd, continuous, piecewise continuously 
differentiable function such that on any interval d^ < y < d^ 
in which nj exists and is continuous, nj' exists and is 
uniformly continuous for 1 < j < J. 
(H-4) There exists positive constants and A^ such that 
pcing) + q(iwg)n(aq) = dciwg) = 0 
and D'Ciu)^) * 0. In addition, A^T^ ^ is not a point of 
discontinuity of nj for any j, nor is ATj a point of 
discontinuity of nj. 
A 2 2 (B-5) All roots of D(s) = (s + <»>Q)G(S) are known. These 
roots are labeled as s^ = iw^, s^ = -iw^, s2,...,s^, with 
a root of positive multiplicity is listed as often as the 
multiplicity and consecutively. Further, P(s) and Q(s) 
have no common roots and no root of D(s) has multiplicity 
greater than K/2. 
Then, if either (H-1)' or (H-1)" is true and if the parameter e 
shown in the proof is sufficiently small, then there is a small 
neighborhood, NQ, of SQ with the properties 
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(i) An Integral manifold, S^, of (1) lies inside NQ 
(ii) If p Ç Nq , but p ^ Sg, then the solution of (1) with p 
as an initial condition must leave NQ in finite time, either 
backwards or forwards in t. Thus, is the only integral 
manifold of (1) near SQ. 
(ill) Sg is stable if (H-1)' is true, and is unstable if 
(H-1)" is true. • 
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PROOF OF MAIN RESULT 
Consider the nonlinear feedback system in Figure 1 which we take to 
be described by the system of equations: 
pl(d)y^ + n^(qj(d)yj) = 0 
(1) ^ p2(d)y2 - n2(qj(d)y^) = 0 
Assume that for (1) either (H-1)' or that (H-1)" is true, as are (H-2)-
(H.-5). Recall that associated with (D) and Pj(D) are polynomials, 
k.-l k. 
3 n J n Q.(s) = 2 q . s and P.(s) =2 p .s , where p^ . = 1 We 
n = 0 ^ n = 0 j 'J 
first apply the change of variables w^t = t to scale the problem in 
such a way that we may assume that = 1. Hence, and P^ are 
replaced by and P^ where 
"j " 1 
V'>' „ ' 0 "nj "s ' 'j'v 
and 
^ pn.j "o ® 
n = 0 
and (3) is replaced by 
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pj(i)p2(i)...pj(l) 
+ qi(i)q2(i)...qj(i)ni(ajo)n2(aio)...nj(aj_i g) - 0 
* *1,0 lqi(i)|aq = tjaQ , 
*2,0 ~ ^2*0 ' 
*j ,o  ^  ^J*0 •  
Having made this transformation, we replace by t, but keep in mind 
that now ^ = 1. 
Next, we make some notational definitions 
n*(y) 
nZCy) 
03(7) 
ml(aj,o)y " *l(y) ' 
ogcy) - ^ 2^*1,0^^ ' 
"gfy) - ' 
and 
nj(y) = nj(y) - Q)y , 
N*(A) = N^ (A) - N^ (AJ^ Q) , 
N*(A) = NGCA)'- N^ CA^ Q^) , 
mj(a) = n/a) - . 
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Then, (1) is equivalent to 
, ~ ~ -k? 
(6) [pgfdoyg - n2(ai^o)qi(d)yi]wo = n2(qj(d)yj)coq 
[pj(d)yj - nj(aj_i^Q)q^_i(d)yj_i]wo = nj(q^_i(d)yj_^)wQ 
-*1 */: . .-%! 
Equation (6) will now be written in matrix form. Define 
(1) (kj-l) (kg-l) (kj-1) ^  
y = (y^.y! i,y2',...',y2 '••••'«yj ) 
let = (0;...,1,0,...), a column vector which is one in the 
entry and zero in its other entries, let Cj be the companion matrix of 
-k4 
Pj (s)w given by 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 
j' I :• :• ;• ; 
0 K. 0 K.-l 
-"OJ '"0 -Pi,J Z" ' -PKj-l.j /"c 
for 2 < j < J let Nj be an interconnection matrix of dimension 
Kj X ^j-1 which is given by 
N (A 1 q) / 0 K ^-1\ 
"j ° K (''O.j-l •••• % ,j-l "0 /• 
"0 
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let Nj be a x dimension matrix given by 
~ NI(A Q) /  0 K-L\ 
^1" k^' (^0,j ''i'sj '"o wg j. 
(7) 
we define a matrix Bq whose form is 
^1 0 0 # * « 0 A 
«2 S 0 • • • 0 0 
0 
^3 C3 • • •  . 
0 0 N4 
; 
J * (:j-i 0 
0 0 0 
'j. • 
can now be written as 
K 
+ (QJ(D)YY/./  + • • • 
'K "j(9j-l 
The eigenvalues of Bq are the roots of D(s) where 
(8) 0(8) = P(s) + Q(S)N(AQ) = (iD^s^ + u)^)G(s) 
Thus, Bq has the two simple roots s^ = i and s^ = -i. We label the 
remaining eigenvalues of Bq by s^Sj^ with the multiple roots 
repeated as often as their multiplicity and consectivity. 
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Define E^(s) for k = 2 to J by 
qj<s)) nj(aj.„_„)/î.(s)) 
Define a(s) by 
k^-1 k-1 
a(s) = (l',s,...i,s ,,E2(s),sE2(s),...^s 
e2(s),....s e2(s),...^ej_^(s),sej_^(s),...,s ej_^(s), 
K -1 
-p^(s)/qJ(s)n^(aJ^Q),...',s ^ (-p^(s)/qJ(s)n^(aJ^ Q)))^ . 
When s = for 1 < j < Ki. a(s) is unique nonzero eigenvector 
corresponding to s.. Define a(s) = N,(A )Q (s)IIP. (s)a(s)', where 
J  1  J ' ,U  J  J—/  J  
for J = 2 we define nj_^Pj(s) to be one. Hence', a(i) is an 
eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue = i. For convenience', we 
redefine Ej^(s)'.E^Cs). .Ej(i) by letting 
ej(s) - ?,(s)i 
and the new Ej(s) to equal the old Ej(s) times E^(s), for j = 2 
to J. Define the vectors and Cg by 
Çj = Re a(i) and Sg = Im a(i). 
Thus', BQ a(i) = 2^(5, + iÇ,) = -5, + 15, L or and 
®o^2 ' 
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Next, we define the vectors Assume s^ is a root of 
D(s) of multiplicity 1 + m >1 and that s =s.,=...=sj 
n n n+j. n+m 
n 
Then, 
= =(=n)' ^n+1 = 
_(m_) _ 
•••• (.+. - * v"i>' • 
n 
The vectors, '^n+1 *"* *^n+m * a generalized eigenvector chain 
n 
of the maximal length for the eigenvalue s . Thus, 
n 
(^0 - s^i)snti+l = ^ n+j ^ ' j ^  (=0 ' ®n^^^n = 
see that this is true, let 1 < j < m^. Then, 
®0 - ®n = 
= [Bq a^j^Cs) -  s a^^\s)] |g^~ = ((Bq a(s))^^^ -  s a^^\s)] 
n 
= [(s a(s) + ey.D(s))(j) -  s a^^^(s)] |g^~ 
n 
= [j a(j"l)(s) + e^D^^^(s)]|g^~ = j â^j'^^Cs^). 
n 
Thus, BQ a^-^^(s^) - s^ a^^^(s^) = j a^^ ^^(s^), in other words 
(B„ - s )Ç ^. = Ç We define the matrix B by 0 n n+j n+j-1 
s=s 
n 
B- [5^ ,521* •• '•^Ij^KxK* 
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We define the change of basis Y = BZ. Thus, (7) becomes 
(9) Z' = (B~^BQB)Z + B"L(E2^N*(QJ(D)YJ)/WQL 
k, 
+ ... + nj(qj_i(d)yj_i)/wq ). 
By the construction of B, we have 
0 1 
-1 0 
0 M 
where M is a (K-2)x(K-2) matrix in Jordan form whose eigenvalues are 
ts^',... ,Sj^}. Hence> (9) reduces to 
0 1 
(10) Z = I -1 q 
0 
iky+k; IK 
^kk^+kg 
where the b^j's are elements from B~^ and n ni(qj(d)yj)/a)o 
n2(qi(d)yi)/wq^ 
K, 
nj(qj.i(d)yj_^)/aio 
From the definition of Z, we have 
K 
y2 = re(ej(i))2j + im(ej(i))z2 } ^ij ' 
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qj(d)yj = re(q^(i)e^(i))zj + im(q^(i)e^(l))z2 + % q^ç^zj 
= rjzj + i^zg + xg , 
qgcdxfg = re(q2(l)e2(i))zj + im(q2(i)e2(i))z2 + 
= ^ 2^1 + + ^ 7 '' 
q3(d)y3 = + i3z2 + xg . 
qj(°)yj = vi + ^ j'2 + ^ j+5 • 
Here, by we mean the vector such that q^Y = Qj(D)yj, the Rj 
and Ij terms are the coefficients of Zj and Z2 respectively, and 
the terms represents the remaining terms in y^ equation which 
are linear combinations of ,Zj^. 
T We now apply the Van der Pol transformation to (z, ,z_) . First, 
/ cos t sin t\ /^l\ /*l\ 
define $(t) = ( |  . Set I / = $(t) I j . 
\-sin t cos t / 2 ^ *2' 
1 '  2 '  
Then, 
\z, / \-l 0/ \z, / \b2K^ ^2K^+K2 *** ^2K'^ 
= $'(t) 
' ^2 
(::) .».(:;)• 
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Hence, 
2k^ 2k 
T Setting Xg = (z2,...,zg) ; we see that (10) is equivalent to 
(a) /x^y /cos t -sin t \ / ... b^^\ ^ 
(b) \x^/ ~ \sin t cos t / \ b^^ ... b^^/" ' 
(11) (^sk, • • • ^3k \ i ! 
byy ••• byy/ 
(c) x^ = Mx^ • ' * . I * 
•^kk^ ... 
We now wish to apply the method of averaging to (11). Towards this 
end, note that (11) can be written in the form: 
( 1 2 )  
(b) x^ = Mxg + g(t,x^,X2,x^,...;Xj^g), 
where f and g are defined in the obvious way. 
Define fg and u by 
2-n 
r 
0 
and 
1 
~ 2Tr ^ f (t iXj jX2 fO',0.'jO)dt 
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t 
u(t,Xj,X2) =/ (f(v,Xj ,X2,0) - fgCxj ,X2))dv. 
Since the form of u is similar to the u function considered in [33]', 
by following the same reasoning we can prove that u is continuous, 
2ir- periodic in t, in (t .Xi,*^) and the partial derivatives 
u^ are Lipschitz in (tiX^^Xg). These facts about u will be needed 
later. 
Given u, the averaging is executed by the change of variables 
(  ) â „  +  u ( t . » ) .  » - (  ) •  
Then', 
M \y- f = W' + U^(t,w) + U^(ti,w)w' 
= fct.x^.xg '1x5 txj+S ) 9 
where u = [3u./3w.] denotes the Jacobian matrix. Since 
w 1 J 
"^(t',w) = f(t'jW'jOi,... 1.0) - fgCw) it follows that 
(13) w' = fgCw) + (I+u^(t,w)) ^(f(t,w+u(t',w),Xg,... ',Xj^^) 
- f(t',w,0i,... ',0) - u^(t,w)fQ(w)) 
= fgcw) + f^(t^w,x^,...,xj+g). 
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We now compute the term f^Cw). Observe that 
f(t',wi,0',... ',0) = 
IK, 
2K, 
bik\ 
... h^J 
1 * 
n^(R^(w^ cos t + *2 sin t) + Ij(-WjSin t + cos t)) 
1 *r 
"y" t + *2 t) 
j 
0 + Ij_^(-w^ sin t + *2 cos t)J 
Set = A cos D and W2 = -A sin D. Then, 
u) 
f(t,w,Oi.... ,0) = $(-t) 
/''ikj ••• bik\ 0 
^^2k, *** ^2k * 
1 * 
— n^(RjA cos(t+D) - I^A sin(t+D)) 
0 
~ n2(R2A cos(t+D) - I^A sin(t+D)) 
1 *f 
~K~ cos(t+D) 
- Ij_^A sin(t+D)] 
Next, observe that cos(V^) and sin(V^) for correctly 
pick Vj's and where T^ |E ^ | . Hence, 
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f(t ,w,0,... ,0) = *( 
2k^ ... ^2YJ 
(il 
u) 
n*(TjA cos(t+D+Vj)) 
'0 
n^CTjA cos(t+D+V^)) 
kj c08ct+d+vj_j)) 
Thus to compute fgCw), we average f(t,w,0). This will be done 
component by component starting with the first component. First, however, 
we recall the definition of the describing function N(A) for a 
nonlinearlty n', 
1 2* 
N(A) = cos(t)) cos (t) dt .  
Thus, 
1 2ïï 
[ f o ( w ) ] i = - ^  /  [ f ( t ,w,0)]^ d t  
ik. , 2tt ^ _ 
"k— ZtT •' cos(t)n^(TjA cos(t+D+Vj))dt 
(0, 
'ik^+kg ^ 2tt 
K W ^ cos(t)n*(TjA cos(t+D+Vj))dt 
0 m 
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bi„ 1 2it * _ 
• !  co8(c)nj(Tj cos(t+D+Vj ^))dt 
"o" " 
''2k 2tr * 
• —^ ~ / sin(t)nj^(TjA cos(t+D+Vj))dt 
"o' ° 
''2k^«2 j 2. 
"o 
^2 "• 0 
^ / sin(t)n2(TjA cos(t+D+Vj))dt 
bg» , 2tr * 
— ^ / sin(t)nj(Tj_^A cos(t+D+Vj_^))dt 
"o'' ° 
IK T/ * _ ^IK +K„ TA * 
—y" cos(d+vj)n^(atj) + cos(d+v^)ng(at^) 
"o' V 
TUY T^ ,A ^ 
... +-y- cos(d+vj_i)nj(atj_i) 
*0 
"^2k t^ * \ +k ta * 
+ —^ sin(d+vj)n^(atj) + —sin(d+v^)n2(at^) 
"o' 
ty ta ^ 
^ ••• + -K- --Ï--
% 
''iki ta ^ 
— ( c o s  D  c o s  V  -  s i n  D  s i n  V  )  — —  [ - N  ( A T  ) )  
ix| j j z lu 
^0 
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ik.+k ta * 
+ ^— (cos D cos Vj - sin D sin V^) -p- Ng(AT^) + ... 
b,j. ^t-l^ * 
+ (cos D cos Vj ^ - sin D sin Vj ^— (-Nj(ATj ^)) 
îja , . 
+ —^ (sin D cos Vj + cos D sin V^) N^(AT^) 
"o'  
^2K +K T.A * 
+ ^ (sin D cos + cos D sin V^) —^ ^^(AT^) + ... 
"o' 
bg» T, ^A * 
+ -~ (sin D cos Vj_^ + cos D sin Vj_^) Nj(ATj_^) 
' 3 '' 
I t 
cos(Vj) + ^ 
2K 
20) 
sin(Vj)j (-N*(ATj)} 
^ ^2k +k \ * 
cos(V^) + sin(vplN2(ATp + ... 
20) 0 
+ (% vl + % vl =^^(vj_l))nj(atj_i) 
^2*0 ' 
(A cos D) 
«1 _ ''2k . \ . 
TJ- •'j '1° "j - -kt "=»= + 
0 2./ 
/'ik +c . "zk+k _ \ . _ 
I  r  t; sin vj — tj cos vjj n^caij) + ... 
20)„^ 2oiJ 
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( k, ^j-1 'j-1 " k ^j-i 
W 2»0 ' 
* - k, 
(^ik^+kg*! n2(atj)/2a)g + ... + 
" b2k^*j)("nl(atj)/2wo ) + 
^^ik^+kg^l ~ ^ 2k^+kg^l) ng(at^)/2wq + ... + 
(^ik^j-l ~ ^ 2k^j-1^ ] "2 
(-A sin D) 
= r(a)wj + a(a)w2 . 
After a similar calculation» we find that 
~^(a)wj + r(a)w2 
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Thus, the f^fw) term can be written as 
/ r(A) A(A)\ / Wj \ 
(U) ^ACA) r(A)/ LJ 
Another change of variables is needed. We introduce the polar 
(r+ag) (r+ag) 
coordinates = "jY"]— sin 9 and j cos 6. Then, using 
equations (12) and (14), we obtain 
/(r+Ao)\ (r+A.) 
r ' = (r+Ag)?^. jg I (sin 6,cos 0)f^[t, jg j sin 9, 
(r+a^) 
|e^| -'^6 * • • • *"j+5^ 0 ,XT , • • • ,X Y . C) 
/(r+Ao)\ , (r+A_) 
(15) 0. = -A(-TË;T-/+ (COS 8,-sin 9)fi(t,-^2_y_ sin 8, 
(r+ao) 
|e^| 
x' = mx3 + 
• ^3k' 
^kk, ••* ^kk/ 1 
Let, rj for j = 1 to U, be the distinct roots of D with 
°j I (k+l+m )! 
multiplicity 1 +m.. Let e. = Z ,, ^ 
j : k.0 I  )  
. Define 
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e by e = [ Z e ) and set x- = x,. We will show that b. 
j=l J J ^ i 
terms are order e. Assuming this momentarily, then, 
f^Ct .w.Xg) = f(t',w+u(t ,w) jXj) - fQ(t,w,0) + O(e^) 
Kj Kj .n*(Qj(D)yj) - n*((r+AQ)(Rj sin(t+e) 
^IK^'^O \ / . + Ij cos(0+t))) 
= $(-t) 
k //l k , kj,ftloj(qj-l(d)yj-l)-*j((r+ao)(%j-l sln(t+8)/ 
'  2%^/ 0 ••• '  + Ij  ^  cos(0+t))) 
+ o(e^) 
= @(-t) 
k k 
'ik/V - h V\ /'"î* 
vv ••• WoV \^"j 
* 
with . An^ defined in the obvious way. 
From the condition that the n^'s be Lipschitz continuous for each 
j, and from the definitions of Qj(D)yj's in terms of u, x^. r, 9. we 
see that the complete system now can be written in the form 
a) 8 '  = A(r+AQ) + eij)(0/,r',x^ ,e ) 
(16) ^ b) r* = r I(r+Ap) + eR(0 ,r,x^,e) 
vz 
c) x^ = Mx^ + e X(0',r,x^,e) .  
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To further simplify things we will need to compute the b. terms which is 
ij 
done next. 
Computations of b^^'s 
First; we compute the b^^^ and b^^ terms. Next, using these 
computations we simplify F and A, Finally, we outline how to calculate 
the remaining b^j's. 
T T — I  Let u^ and u, be the first and second rows of B~^. Then, 
T  T  T  T  T  T  
= i(u2+iuj), u^5^ = = 1 
T T 
and "2^1 ~ "1^2 ~ case, eigenvectors are unique up to a 
T 
multiplicative constant. Thus, if £ is a left eigenvector for then 
T T T 
for some P € E', & = wfug+iu^). Without loss of generality, we will 
T 
assume = 1, Then, simple computation shows I has for its components 
K -1 K -2 -K +1 
&! = (i + Pl,l '^0 ^K^+K2^2^^10^ 
K -1 K.-2 -K, 
(^k^-l.l % ^ ^1,1 *0^*0 
K,-2 K,-3 , -K,+2 
*2 " +pk^-1,1 1 ^0 ^2,1 ^ 0 ^k^+kg^zf^io) 
*1-1 . .2. -*2 
\-l,l^ ^ <2^1 "o)"o 
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1 
1 qj(i) r j',0 
(i). 
0 
N,(A„„) K, 
u) 
0 
kg-l 
^kj+1 " 
k2-2 -kg+l 
 ^ '"0 +'"'+ pi ,2 "0 \^+k2 
- £ 
k2-2 -K, 
+•••+ 91^2 *0^*0 
l'"2 Q^(l)Qj(l) J-J 
-Pj(i)Pj(i) 
K,+K 
kj-1 kj-2-1, 
-kj+1 - (1 + pkj-itj 1 "0 +'"'+ pr, ' ,J "0 
K -1 K -2 -K, 
(^k -1 "0 ^ +'"'+ 4l,j "0)"0 j , 
*k. - 1 ' 
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Observe that 
- U(u2+luj)(çJ+IÇ2) = 2lu 
Hence, W = -^ &^a(i). The calculation of A^a(i) reveals 
(17) w . ij. . 
"0' 
T T T Next, we equate the various components of & and (u^ + iu^) to 
determine the 's and b^^ 's: 
k, 
1 -''j") 1 "0 
= b„„ + ib. 
qj(i) 
0 
~T 7  ^ 7 ^2% +,,.+% + ^ ^lk, + ...+ k." 
<^0 qk(^ )'^ k+i(\,,o) 1 1 1 j " 1 
Using these identities, we give a simpler form of T and A. Recall 
that 
(18) r(a) - [-(bik^r, + b2k^ij)ll*(aîj)/2»7+ 
k 
^^ikj+k^^l b2k^+k2^l)^2(ati)/2wo +.•• + 
(^IK *J-1 •*• ^2K Ij-l)^j(*Tj-l)/^^0 ^ 
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Also , recall 
Rj = Re(Qj(i)Ej(i)) 
rg = re(q2(i)e2(i)) 
Rj = Re(Qj(i)Ej(i)) 
with the Ij denoting the corresponding imaginary parts. From this» we 
obtain 
D'(i) J ^ 1 
(19)  r(A) = -Im| J |[N ,(AT ,)N2(A^q) . .. + 
 ^1 1,0 ^  ^2 ^  ^"^ 3 ^"^ 1 ',0 ^ j ^^j-11,0 ) 
+...+ N^ (Ajq) ... N*(ATJ)] 
i nf Q.(i) 
= -Im I —J I [AN(A) ] 
D'(i) 
where AN is defined in the obvious manner. Doing the same for A> we 
have 
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(20) A(A) = -Re ( ^ |[AN(A)] .  
d'(l) 
Ve can calculate, in a similar manner, the remaining necessary 
b^j's. We will only outline this procedure. Without loss of generality, 
we will work with the root s^ and let its multiplicity be 1+m. Since 
there is one nonzero right eigenvector for s^, up to a multiplicative 
constant, the generalized eigenvalue chain is of maximal length and has the 
T T fh 
vectors Let U2,...,U2^^ denote the third to (3+m) row 
of Then, these vectors from a generalized chain of left eigenvectors 
T T 
with Ug as the generating vector, and as the eigenvector. There 
T 
was nothing special about calculating the left eigenvector, £ , for the 
T 
root i. Thus, we can replace i by s and consider & (s) as a vector 
function which when evaluated at one of the roots of D is the left 
T ^ T 
eigenvector for that root. Hence, Z (s^) = *^3+® some 
C. By a standard result from linear algebra, the vectors in the 
generalized chain ending in i (s^) are linearly dependent on 
T T Ug,... ,"3^' Hence, if we take 
= ^ ^(83), = yt (&(^)(s3))^, *3 = 2? (l(2)(s3))t, 
as our chain for Z, then 
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T T 
"o • "30 "3+m 
*1 " ^30 "L(m-l) "31 "3-hn 
m 30 "3 u. + w 31 "3+1 "3m "3+m 
Observe that I. . = U-. .  To calculate the U,., we need to know J 3+m 3j 3] 
T T A. .  To determine I. 5». observe that j 3+m j 3+m 
'I «3  ^
s=s. 
K D (s) \ 
k, (m+d! / S  =  S r  
((FIT! '"'"(»))"(7=TTr (m+1)! 8=8, 
8=8, 
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^(m+j+l) 
®K D 
Kj (m+j+1) M) s=s. 
-1 
(j)q (m+j+1)! 
(2(m+j+i)(; j) . 
Hence, JtT Ç,. = ~r. . Thus, we know the terms J j+m K ^  J 
(m+j+1) ! 
HgQ ... P^jjj and can calculate the b^^'s by using the previous equations 
T T 
relating the &j's and the u^j's. 
Conclusion of Proof 
We wish to show that system (16) can be put in such a form as to apply 
Theorem IB. Using equations (19) and (20), the system (16) can be written 
as 
a) 0' = e0(t,9,r,x^,e) 
(21) ^b) r' = -Im |E ^ + GR*(t,8,r,x^,G) 
c) X; = Mx, + e X(t,0,r,x,,e) , 
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where the functions 0, R , X are defined in the obvious way. Observe 
that if we let h(r) = -Im 
ihi q^(i) 
D ( i )  J 
/(r+A-)\ 
jg j j  (r+Ag), then h(0) = 0 
and as shown in [33], h*(0) exists and is nonzero and as shown in [33], 
Thus, using the definition of which is assumed nonzero, and the fact 
that h(r) = h'(0)r + [h(r) - h'(0)r] in equation (21b) we can rewrite 
(21b) as 
21b') = - ^ r + eR(t,0,r,x^,e), 
where R is defined in the obvious way. Hence, if the functions 0, R, X 
satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem IB, we can apply Theorem IB to the system 
(21)a,b',c. Thus, provided we can apply Theorem IB, if either (H-1)' or 
(H-1)" is true, then there will be a unique integral manifold, , of 
(21)a,b',c, which lies near the integral manifold, SQ, of 
a) 0' = 0 
(22) /b) r' = 
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Further, there Is a neighborhood of for which has the same 
stability properties as S^. Thus, if (H-1)' is true, then is stable 
and If (H-1)" is true, then is unstable. 
We now show that the functions 0, R, X satisfy the necessary 
conditions. First, note that the three functions are continuous in 
(t,6,r,x^,e) and 2ïï periodic in t and 0. Next, observe that 
e X is shown in Table 5, where x - denotes a linear combination 
r, j+j 
of terms of the vector x^. Recalling that the functions nj are 
* 
assumed Llpschltz continuous, we see that the functions n. are also 
* 
Llpschltz continuous. Combining the fact that the functions n^ are 
Llpschltz continuous with the fact that the function u is also 
Llpschltz continuous, then we see that X is Llpschltz continuous with 
some Llpschltz constant. 
The forms of the functions R and 0 are quite similar. Thus, we 
will show the function R satisfies the conditions and argue by analogy 
for the function 0. The term ER is given by Table 6. One condition 
on R was that R approach zero as e and a went to zero, clearly 
this is the case since 3,, b.. and u are all order G terms. 1 ij w 
Considering the first term of the right hand side of (23), 
v2 
Table 5. e X 
vz 
e  X ( C , 8 ,r,x^ , E )  =  e  
KK.' 0 
kj 
(r+Ao) (r+Ajj) (r+A ) 
-lëjt ® -[ëtt lëyt 
"I =4,6+(*J+IJ)*(T)R 
(r+A^) (r+A^) (r+A^) 
cos ® --- 0 + u„(t, • ip ? sin 0, ? cos 0), 
tëjr "2l = ' iitt ' 1ë[| 
(r+A ) (r+A ) (r+A ) 
,  lËTT®^" ® •" -TËYT- sin e. -fË^ cos 0) 
(r+Ay) (r+A^) (r+A^) 
® + u-(t, , I sin 0, , I cos 0], jë^r "zic' -[eyt ' ~1ë7 
! 
Table 6. The eR term. 
3, r (r+A ) (r+A ) 1-1 
eR(t,6 ,r,x^,e) = - — lh(r) - h'(0)r] + I + u(t, j sln 8, j cos 8 H 
k, k 
••• ^ik/cwo 
- ^ % 
(r+A^) (r+Ag) (r+A^) \ 
-\Ë  ^sin 8 + uj(t. sin 8,-j^  cos 8) 
*11 ë x4,6+(*j+lj)*(t)[ 
(r+A,.) (r+A^) (r+A^) 
cos ^ --- 0 + u„(t, ip ? sln 0, I 9 cos 0)i 
tett "2^ ' lë[r " 'lë^i 
r(r+ay) (r+a^) (r+a^) 
TË  ^sln 0 + sln 8,-j^  cos 8 
I  * 4 ( r + A g )  ( r + A g )  ( r + A ^ )  
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we see that the first term of (23) is Lipschitz continuous with a small 
Lipschitz constant which goes to zero as and a do. Next, we 
investigate the second term of (23). First, u^ being order e and 
Lipschitz continuous implies that 
(r+ap) (r+ag) ^ 
[l + u^(t, jg I sin 0, |g I cos 9)) is also Lipschitz continuous. 
Second, the functions T and A are also Lipschitz continuous in r 
and 6. These observations show that to prove R satisfies the 
* 
conditions, we need only show that the funcitons An^ satisfy the 
following inequalities; 
|An^(t ,e ,r,x^,e) - An^(t ,6 ,r,x^,e)| < L( t+0,3,2^)j0-9j 
|An*(t,0,r,x^,e) - An*(t,0,r,x^,e)| < L(t+0.a.ep)jr-r| 
|An*(t,0,r,x^,e) - An*(t,0,r,x^,e)| < L(t+0,a,eQ)|x^-x^| 
for all points in 0. Further, the function L must satisfy the 
restrictions listed after system (IB). 
We will outline a procedure to show there is such a step function 
which has these properties. We can, without essential loss of 
generality, assume that [n J' has only two values, z > 0 and - z 
where [n }' is discontinuous and that |E^| = 1. Further, showing that 
* 
one AUj has these properties will suffice to show the remaining ones 
have the properties, too. Thus, we drop the subscript j and take as 
* 
the form of An the following 
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have the properties, too. Thus, we drop the subscript j and take as 
* 
the form of An the following 
*  * /  / (R+AQ)SLNE\  
An (t,0,r,x,e) = n l/ëx + (Ryl)$(t) I I + 
\ \(r+aq)co6 6/ 
(uj(t,(r+aq)sin 0,(r+aq)cos 8] u2lt,(r+aq)sin e,(r+aq)cos 0j 
(/(R+AQ)SIN 8 (R,I)$(t) I y(R+AQ)COS 8 
Because the functions u^, U2 are order e and Lipschitz continuous 
with a Lipschitz constant that goes to zero as £ and a go to zero, we 
can drop the uj, U2 terms. Hence, we can assume we are looking at the 
function 
An (t,8,r,x,e) = n (/ex + (r+A^)! sln(t+6+v)J -
n*((r+AQ)T sin('t+8+v)) , 
where T and v are constants depending only on which nonlinearity we 
are working with. We will assume T = 1. 
Let Tj, T^, be four points such that 
aq sin = aq sin = z and a^ sin = a^ sin = -z. The 
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function L will depend upon intervals about these four points. We will 
show how to construct one of these intervals about the point Tj, the 
remaining intervals are constructed in a similar manner. Hence, there 
exists the points T', x" such that 
/ea + (AQ+a)sin x' = z, - /Êa + (AQ-a)sin t" = z 
* ** 
and T' < < T", Let x = x' - a and x = x" + a. Our interval 
* ** 
about x^ is [x ,x ]. We construct similar intervals about the 
remaining x^^s. We will assume that a and Eq are sufficiently small 
such that the four intervals are disjoint. Let DC be the union of the 
four intervals. 
Let w(a,EQ) = max |n"(s)|(|e| + |a|}, which exists since n" is 
sfz,-z 
uniformly continuous, and [n J" = n" by definition of n .  Clearly, 
as a and Eq go to zero, then so does w(a,EQ). We now define the 
function L(t+9,a,eQ) for t+8+v € [0,2%) to be 
{2B/Ë + a)(a,eQ){max( (a+Ag) ,lj} , if 9+t+v^DC t f M 2B/E + 2Bimax((a+AQ),1)1 , if 0+t+v € DC, 
* 
where B is the Lipschitz constant for n .  Observe that as a and 
£q go to zero, then so does IILll^ [0 211)' extend L periodically so 
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that it is 2^-periodic in the first component. We will show that this 
function, L', will be a Lipschitz function for An*. 
Let r and 9 • be fixed. Then, observe that 
|An*(t,0,r,x,e) - An*(t,9,r,x,e)| 
< |n*[/ex + (r+AQ)sin(9+t+v)} - n (/ë x + (r+AQ)sin(t+9+v)j| 
< B /ê |x-x| 
< L(t+9)|x-x| .  
Further, we note that if |8-9| > )x|, then we have 
I  An ( t i ,9,r,x,e) - An ( t  ,0,r ,x,G)| 
< |n (Vëx + (r+AQ)sin(t+6+v)) - n ((r+AQ)sin(t+9+v))| 
+ |n (/ëx + (r+AQ)sin(t+9+v)] - n ((r+AQ)sin(t+9+v))| 
< 2B /ë |x| 
< L(t+9)|9-0| .  
Also, in the case of 0 and x fixed, if |r-r| > |x| -, then we have 
I An (t,9,r,x',e) - An (t,9,r,x,e) < 2B /ë |x| < L(t+9)|r-r| .  
Thus, in the remaining cases |6-8| < |x| and |r-r| < |x|, 
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Let 0 and x be fixed and assume that |r-r| < |x|. Then, 
observe that if 6+t+v JÉ DC, then the values. (A^+r)sin(t+8 +v)L 
(AQ+r)sin(t+0+v)ij /ex + (AQ+r)sin(t+9+v) , and /Êx + (AQ+r)sin(t+9+v) 
are in the same interval of continuity of n'. Hence. 
|An*(t ,0 ,r,x,E) - An*(ti,0',r,x,e)| 
< I n (/ëx + (r+AQ)sin(t+0+v)) - n (/ëx + (r+h+AQ)sin(t+0+v)} 
- n*((r+AQ)sln(t+0+v)) - n ((r+h+AQ)sin(t+0+v)) |  
< |n'(/Êx + (r+h +AQ)sin(t+0+v)) - n'[(r+h**+AQ)sin(t+0+v))||r-r| 
< w(a,EQ)|r-r| < L(t+0)|r-r| i, 
* ** — 
where r+h amd r+h are between r and r. If 0+t+v € DC. then 
* 
we use the fact that n is Lipschitz and obtain that 
|An (t,0,r,x,E) - An (t,0,r,x,E)| < 2B|r-r| < L(t+0)|r-r|. 
Last, let r and x be fixed and assume that 0 =0 + h, where 
|h| < |x|. Then, observe that if 0+t+v DC, then 
/Ëx + (r+AQ)sin(t+0+v) and /Ëx + (r+AQ)sin(t+0+h+v) must lie in the 
same interval of continuity of n*. Hence, we argue as in the case of 
r and we have that 
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|An (C,8,r,x,G) - An (C,8+h,r,x,e)| 
< 1[n [/êx + (t+AQ)! sln(t+6+v)] - n [(r+Ap)! sin(t+6+v))] 
-[n (/Ëx + (t+AQ)! sin(t+6+h+v)} 
- n*((r+Ag)! sin(t+Q+v)]]| 
< |n'(/ëx + (r+AQ)sin(t+0+h*)} - n'[(r+AQ)sin(t+6+h*)J |  
• |a+Aj|8-8| 
< w(a,eq)|a+aq|18-?i 
< L(t+e)|e-ë|  .  
fc 
If 8+t+v € DC', then we use the fact that n is Lipschitz and obtain 
that 
|An (t,8,r,x,G) - An (t,8,r,x,G)| < L(t+8)|8-8| . 
* 
Therefore, the function An satisfies the necessary conditions. 
Thus, the function R', and by analogy also satisfies the 
conditions. Hence, we can apply Theorem IB. This concludes the proof of 
Theorem 1. • 
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A COROLLARY TO THE MAIM RESULT 
One of the drawbacks of the previous theorem is the requirement that 
all roots of D(s) be known In order to determine e. This restriction 
can be relaxed if a certain matrix, denoted by Bj', is Invertable. The 
matrix is given by (C ^ ,...,5^), where J , the sum of the 
J +1 
multiplicities of the known roots, will be greater than or equal to J, 
a 
and Çj = except we remove J entries in the following order 
(k^+kg)^^, (k^-l)th, (k^+k^-l)^^, .... (k-l)*^^, 
etc. We give this result as the following corollary. 
Corollary 1; Assume the following 
(CI) (H-2), (H-3) and (H-4) are true. 
(02) The roots Sj, S2', ...',s^* are known', roots with multiplicity 
greater than one are listed as often as their multiplicity, 
* r 1 
and J > J. Thus, the sets |s.s and 
J 
{s . s^} are disjoint; 
J +1 
(C3) The matrix B^as defined above, is invertable. 
Then, if (H-1)' or (H-1)" and if e', which is now defined to be the 
square root of the sum of e^ over the known distinct roots, is 
sufficiently small', then the conclusions of Theorem 1 hold. 
Proof: We follow the proof of Theorem 1 up to the system of equations 
(15). Here, we apply more transformations to the xg coordinate. 
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t t 
Dsf inG. by h^ ® 2^ ^^3* ' * * and 
t t 
hg = (*3J*-i«'''^*3K-2) ^ ^^j*+i'****''^K^ • Thus, hj denotes the first 
J*-2 terms of , and h2 denotes the remianing terms. Let 
= B^hg. Then, write equation (15c) in two parts: 
(22d) h! = M,h, + i ; 
(22e) x' = + ®1 i * 
bj*k 
^J*+li,K, ••• ^J*+1,K\ 
' ' • ' n* 
• • • \k 
where Mj is a (J*-2) x (j*-2) dimension Jordon matrix whose eigen­
values are s^',».•',Sj^', and where m = /ml 0 \ . 
\0 m-/ 
'2 
Note that in doing the previous transformation we have assumed 
J > 2. If this is not the case, define Ç^B^ and x^ as before and 
transform equation (15c) to equation (22e) directly. In this case there 
is no equation (22d). 
Observe from the definition of xg through Xj^^ that 
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where q^Y =Qj(D)yj. 
Next, we investigate the term 
®i \ : 
^kkj •*• ^ kk 
Observe that 
®1 i : i ^1 ^j*k sj*) > 
S 
''j*+lkj+kj, 
®1 1  :  j ~ ^j*k^+k^ S j*) ' 
"kxj+kI 
^^*+lk 
®1 i : / = ~ (^ik +...+ vk s j*) • 
^kk 
The above observation allows us to write equation (22e) as 
(23) ®1^2®1 *4 ~ ^ ^ikj ^ 1 ^j*kj ^ j* ' 
^ A ^ 
.... +...+ bj*% sj*)n 
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Letting /exg = and /ë h^. Then, we can put system 15a,b, 22e 
23 In the form; 
(24) 
(25) r' = 3JAN' 
(26) h' = Mjh + e Xj(0,r,h,x^,e) 
2^ 
where the functions R, 0, are defined in the obvious way 
This system has the same form as that previously considered. By the 
same reasoning, we see that the system satisfies the hypothesis of 
Theorem IB. Thus, if e is sufficiently small, then this system has a 
unique integral manifold which lies near the set SQ. Further, this 
integral manifold is stable if the system 
( 2 8 )  0 '  =  0  
(30) h' = M.h 
(31) x^ = BjM^B^^x 
12 1 5 ' 
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is stable. The manifold is unstable if (28)-(31) is noncritical and 
unstable. Note for equations (30) and (31), the stability is determined 
by the eigenvalues of and M2. This ends the proof of Corollary 1. • 
Next, we state a lemma which give easily verifiable conditions which 
•"x 
ensure that exists. The result covers the case where J = 2. For 
J > 3 similar results can be obtained but are a bit more complicated. 
Lemma 1: For J = 2', is invertable if and only if 
Q^(iWQ)/P^(iWQ) is complex. 
Proof; Recall that the columns of are where 5j = a(Sj) 
except that the and (K^+Kg)^^ entries have been removed. Let 
a(s) = a(s) except that the and (K^+Kg)^^ entries have been 
of removed. Note that root s. for j = 3 to is a root 
r ) 
G (s) for r = 0 to m^, where 1 + m^ is the multiplicity of 
Sj. Thus, if Sj is a root of multiplicity 1 + m^ and 
s. = s.^. = ... = s.. , then we can rewrite the vectors j J+1 J+nij 
the following way 
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(32) - a(s) + 
s = Sj 
q2(sj)nj(a2o) 
sq2(s J )nJ^(a2Q) 
k.-2- _ 
plôij) 
k,-2 ~ 
s P^(S)-G(S) 
^j+1 
i_ 
1!  
2(l)(s) + 1 0 
-g^^\s)/ s=s, 
"j+2 = Ir- a(2)(s) + I ô 2!  
s=s. 
Ill 
Let 62 be the matrix whose columns are ^, i.e. 
= ( g,..., ^). The matrix Bj^ is singular if and only if is 
singular. We now proceed to work with B2. Observe that B2 is 
singular if and only if there is a linear combination of rows which add 
to give the zero row. In other words, there are polynomials, Lj, Lg 
with deg(Lj(s)) < - 2, degfLgCs)) < Kg - 3, and a constant c such 
that the following term is zero. 
(33) [N^(A2Q)L^(s)Q2(s) + L2(s)P^(s) + c(s^ P^Cs) - G(s))] ^ '^''| _ 
s=sj 
for r = 0 to mj and s. a root of D(s) with multiplicity 1 + m., 
-1 if and only if B^ doesn't exist. Clearly, we have a polynomial of at 
most degree (K^^+K^-S) and its various derivatives equal to zero at 
K^+K2-2 points. Thus, the polynomial 
(34) N^(A2Q)L^(s)Q2(s) + L2(s)P^(s) + c(s ^ P^(s) - G(s)) = 0 
for all s if and only if B2 is singular. 
In equation (34), c * 0 since this would mean that the 
deg Pj < K^-l, so we can assume c = 1. Rewrite equation (34) as 
kf-z 
(35) N^(A2Q) L^(s)Q2(s) + (1^(5) + s ^ )P^(s) = G(s). 
2 2 Multiply both sides of equation (35) by (s -kj^) 
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(36) tjj(a2jj)lj(s)q2(s)(s^-ho^) + l2(s)p^(s)(s^+<d2) = 
p^csjpgcs) + q^(s)q2(s)n^(a2Q)n2(a^Q) . 
Rearranging, terms we get 
(37) N^(A2Q)Q2(S)(L^(S)(S^-HO^) - QJ(S)N2(AJ^Q)) 
pl(s)(p2(s) - l2(s)(s^-hdq)) . 
From this we conclude, that there are real constants , F2 such that 
(38) (LJ(S)(S^+U)Q) - Q^(S)N2(AJQ)) = ^^(s)?^ 
and 
(39) nj(a2q)q2(s) = [pgcs) - l2(s)(s2+w2)]f2 
hold for all s if and only if B2 is singular. Evaluate (38) and (39) 
at iw^ to determine Fj^ and Fg. Hence, we get that 
-ni(a2o)q2(f^o) ^2(^10)^2(^*0) 
1 pi(iwo) ' 2 = pgdwq) 
Thus, if Bg is singular, then Q^(ia)Q)/P^(la)Q) and Q2(1u)q)/P2(1Dq) 
are real terms. 
To go the other way we need only show that if Q^(iWQ)/P^(iWQ) is 
real then we can find F^, Fg real constants such that we can satisfy 
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equations (38) and (39). Note that if (10)^)/?^(iw^) is real, then so 
is Q2(iWQ)/P2(i'^Q)« Observe that the polynomials 
pj(s) ^ -nJ(a2Q) p^(ia)^) I  + n^(a2Q)qJ(s) , 
and 
I  QzCiWn)  \  
P2(s)  ^  NgCA^g) j  -  N2(AJQ)Q2(s)  
are both polynomials with real coefficients and both have roots at ± iWg. 
Hence, we can derive equations (38) and (39) which means that 
^2 is singular. Thus', Bj is singular if and only Q^(iw) / P^(iw) is 
-1 
real. To state this in another, more useful way, we have that 
exists if and only if Q^(iw)/P^(iw) is nonreal. I 
One can interpret the condition of Lemma 1 as saying that at 
frequency we wish not to allow a phase shift of it radians in 
either transfer function. , 
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COMPARISON WITH TUE QUASI-STAIIC METHOD 
The usual graphical method to determine possible frequencies, 
amplitudes for solutions and the crossing criteria to determine stability 
can be done on the multiple nonlinear feedback systems which we have 
considered. 
We wish to show that the stability condition which we have derived 
is equivalent to the Quasi-Static criteria. Thus, to get possible 
frequencies, amplitudes and check our stability condition we need only do 
the usual graphical method. 
The graphical method is to plot Q(iw)/P(iw) = q^(w) + iq^Coj) for 
u) = 0 to (D = ® and to plot -1/N(A) for A=0 to A = ". Then, 
note the points (iDq ,Aq) where these graphs cross. These are the 
possible frequencies and amplitudes for the solutions. In order for the 
solution to be stable, it must cross in a prescribed manner which 
analytically can be expressed as q^(a)Q)N'(AQ) < 0. Failure to cross in 
this manner indicates instability of the oscillation. Note, we are 
assuming the remaining roots have negative real parts. 
We now show that q^Coi^)»'(A^) <0 is the same as (A^) > 0. 
Let R(iuj) = Q(i<D)/P(ico), Observe that 
^ (R(lw)) = q^(w) + iq^(w). 
Thus, 
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IR'(iw) = -q^(w) + q^(aj)i 
Hence, 
Re(R'(lw)) = - qgCw). 
Define k(s) by 
k(s) = 1 + M(AQ)R(S). 
Note k(iWQ) = 0. Then, 
P(s)k(s) = P(s) + N(AQ)Q(S), 
Differentiating with respect to s we have 
P'(s)k(s) + P(s)k'(s) = P'(s) + N(AQ)Q*(S). 
Evaluation at s = iw^, gives 
p(iwq)(r'(iwq)n(aq)) = p'(iwq) + q'(io)q)n(aq), 
Recall that for a given ((DQ,A^) 
- i02 = Q(iWo)/(Wo(P'(iWQ) + Q'(i<OQ)N(Ag))), 
Using the previous equations we get 
- igg = q(1WQ)/(WQ p(lWo)r'(lWQ)n(ao)) 
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= R(IWQ) / (wQ R ' ( lWQ)N(AO)) 
= -l/(wo r'(ia)q)n^(aq)). 
Hence, 
6J = re('r'(iw)/(W^|r '(IWQ)|^ n^(aQ)) 
= - q'(u)q)/(a)q|r'(la)q)|2 n^cag)). 
Clearly, the condition N'(Aq) >0 is equivalent to 
qj^wo)n'(aq) < 0. 
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EXAMPLES 
We consider two examples', both described by the system; 
+ 100.1 y(l) + 99y^ + n^cy^) = 0 
+ 72^^ + looyg - ngc.lyi^) + y^) = 0 . 
Letting P^(s) = s^ + + 100.1 s + 99', PgCs) = s^ + s + 100', 
Qj(s) = ,1 s + 1, and Qgfs) = 1, then (IE) is equivalent to 
Îp^(d)y^ + ^^(qgcdxyg) = 0 P2(D)y2 " ni(qi(D)yi) = 0 I, 
where D = . 
dt 
The examples are demonstrations of how we would expect the previous 
results to be used. We will not determine if the e which can be 
calculated for either example is sufficiently small', such a task does not 
seem practical. We will do the straight forward computations of 
3J and N'(A) and use these computations to give some information as to 
the behavior of solutions. 
Example 1. 
Consider the case where n^ and n2 are saturation nonlinearlties 
given by 
(IE) 
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!
4y if |y| < j 
. , ] 
2 sgn(y) if |y| >-r 
and 
!
10y if |y| < 1 
. , 
10 sgn(y) if |y| > 1 
The sinusoidal-input describing functions for and n2 are 
4 if 0 < 2A < 1 
njca) =) n  ,  I  3? 
14 J (arcsin ^ /l-(2A) if 2A > 1 . 
and 
110 if 0 < A < 1 
n2(a) =) 2 1 1 / zy 
1 1 0  J (arcsin j  + j  /l-A if A > 1. 
For the system (IE) we define the function G(s) by 
Q, (s)Q2(S) + 1 
G(s) = ^ ^ 
p^(s)p2(s) (s^+s^+100.1s+99)(s^+s+100) 
Next, we determine which ui, u) > 0', make G(iw) real and negative. 
For this example there is only one such tmi, = 10. Using we 
define the function NL(A) by 
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NL(A) = -1/Uj(A2)N2(A^), 
where 
Aj = |Q^(iUQ)lA, and Ag = 
n2(a-^)q2(1«o) 
'1 • 
Then, we solve the following equation for A 
NL(A) = GtiWg) . 
For this example, there is only one solution, « 1.750. Thus, we have 
only one possible pair = 10, A^ " 1.750. 
We check the remaining condition of Theorem 1. By using the Roth-
Hurwitz condition the remaining roots of D(s), where 
2 3 2 D(s) = (s +100)(s +2s +101.1S+99.1) are seen to have negative real 
parts. The largest real part of the remaining roots is approximately 
-1/2. By definition 3^ - 1^2 = Qi(10i)Q2(10i)/10D'(lOi), so 
- .000054. The term N'(AQ) =-^ (N^(A2)N2(A^))|^^^ is also 
negative, thus N'(AQ) > 0. Hence, by using Lemma 1 and Corollary 1, 
there is an integral manifold for (IE) which is near the manifold SQ 
which is stable when e is sufficiently small. Further, solutions 
should appear to approach SQ at an approximate rate of 
(cJq g^AgN'(Ag)I « .005 after the transient behavior of the roots with 
negative real parts have dissipated. Also, there should be little phase 
shift in the solution after the transients are gone. The transients 
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should be gone by t ^ 10. The predicted amplitude of the output Is 
approximately 1.2374. 
Numerical simulations supported the predicted behavior of solutions. 
For example, consider figures 2-7 where we plot the actual numerical 
solution, x(t)', to Incorrect initial conditions and the predicted 
solution, p(t) = 1.2374 sin(lOt). Observe the effect of the transients 
during the first several cycles which causes the actual solution's 
amplitude to first decrease and then expand. After the affects of the 
transients are gone', roughly at t = lOi, the solution grows at 
approximately the rate predicted. To see this', notice the difference 
between x(t) and p(t) at t * 12 is only slightly larger than the 
difference between the two at t 100 However, there is no perceived 
difference at t 300. The phase shift is to be expected, since we 
started with inexact initial conditions but after t * 10 the phase 
shift appears fixed. Clearly, the final frequency and amplitude of the 
actual solution match quite well with the predicted ones. 
Example 2. 
Consider the case where nj^ and n2 are given by 
4(y + -|) if y < - Y 
ni(y) = 0 i f  | y |  < J  
4(y - Y ) if y > Y 
and 
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n2(y) ?= 
10(y+l) if y < -1 
lO(y-l) if y > 1 
0 if |y| < 1 
Following the same procedure as was done in Example 1', we predict 
there is only one possible frequency and amplitude for the oscillation. 
The frequency is = 10 and the amplitude AQ « 1.750. As found 
before 3^ < 0 but in this case N'(AQ) > 0. Hence', their product is 
negative. Thus, provided e is sufficiently small, the integral 
manifold for (IE) which is near SQ is unstable. 
Again, numerical simulation did indicate the predicted behavior of 
instability. 
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Figure 2. The numerical solution, x(t), of Example Icompared to 
the predicted solution, p(t), of Example 1 for 0 < t < 3 
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Figure 5. Graph of x(t) and p(t) for 9.03 < t < 12.03 
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CONCLDSION 
Our goal was to provide a rigorous mathematical justification of the 
simplest method of using describing functions to analyze nonlinear 
feedback systems of the form given in Figure 1. Theorem 1 gives, in 
part, such a justification. The describing function method can be used 
to predict existence and stability properties of limit cycles. Our 
result shows that these predictions are essentially correct provided that 
e, as defined in Theorem 1, is sufficiently small. 
Our result does not show that the predicted limit cycle does exist, 
but that there exists an integral manifold which lies near the integral 
manifold generated by the predicted limit cycle. Thus, we have shown 
that solutions will appear as though periodic with the predicted fre­
quency and amplitude. The Quasi-Static stability (instability) criteria 
have been shown equivalent to our conditions for stability (instability). 
Further, our analysis gives detailed information as to the behavior of 
solutions as shown in the examples. The proofs given are long and 
complicated, however, the stability criteria are simple and can be 
verified easily. 
Like most stability criteria obtained via linearization, our result 
is local in the sense that the parameter e must be "sufficiently 
small." To actually determine how small would be a formidable task. 
Nevertheless, up to now the describing function applied to interconnected 
systems had little mathematical justification. Indeed', on rare 
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occasions, it is known to fail. Our theorem will allow the designer to 
proceed with much more confidence when using the describing function 
method to analyze complicated interconnected systems. 
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